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Several studies have examined integrated marketing communications
from an advertising and marketing perspective, but little has been
done from the public relations perspective. This research sought to
determine the opinions public relations practitioners have about
integratE::d marketing communications, and to find out if they integrate
their public relations. In June, 1992, 533 surveys were mailed to
public relations agency practitioners, corporate practitioners. and
educators. There were 175 responses.

Public relations agency practitioners were most familiar with.
and most supportive of, integrated marketing communications. They
were also most likely to say it was cost effective, was beneficial,
was driven by client needs. and was the "way of the future." Nearly
all said they helped clients integrate their public relations.

Public relations educators were almost as familiar with the
concept as agency practitioners, but they showed the least enthusiasm
and support for it. Only half said their public relations curriculum
was integrated with othel:' communications disciplines, and they were
less likely to feel integration was driven by client needs. Less than
half felt integration was the way of the future.

Corporate public relations practitioners were least familiar with
the concept; they supported integrated marketing communications less
than agency practitioners, but more than the educators. The
percentage who said they integrated was almost the same as
Northwestern University researchers found when they asked corporate
marketing and advertising practitioners if they integrated. Corporate
practitioners were most likely to say public relations was an equal
partner with other communications disciplines in integrated marketing
communications programs.

The terminology -- calling the concept integrated "marketing"
communications, versus referring to it as just integrated
communications -- did not seem to be an issue.

There was considerable disagreement between agency practitioners
and educators on the roles of marketing and public relations. Most
agency practitioners indicated public relations was a part of the
marketing function; educators strongly disagreed.

Smaller organizations (both client and agency) were more likely
to integrate their public relations than were larger organizations.
Likewise, smaller schools were more likely to teach public relations
as part of an integrated program. Public relations agencies that were
affiliated with advertising agencies were no more likely to integrate
than those that were not; clients who used public relations agencies
were no more likely to integrate than those that didn't. Finally,
practitioners who practiced "marketing" public relations (product
publicity, trade show support, etc.) were more likely to integrate
than those who practiced "corporate" public relations (media
relations, public affairs, etc.).
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In.trodu.ction.

On March 13, 1991, in the test kitchens at McDonald's corporate

headquarters in Oak Brook, Illinois, McDonald's USA president Ed

Rensi, and Michael Goldblatt, head of product development, announced

at a press conference the comp.any would soon begin marketing a new

menu item: The .McLean Deluxe sandwich. This announcement was the

culmination of several years of research, product development and test

marketing by the fast-food giant, which collaborated with the beef

industry and Auburn University to create the new sandwich. McDonald's

instinctivelY knew such an announcement would have wide appeal to an

increasingly health-conscious American public, and built a marketing

strategy that involved using several public relations techniques.

Shortly before the press conference, CBS This Morning did a

segment on the new product. Shortly afterwards, the company sent a

news release to all the major wire services, and made video and audio

news releases available via satellite to TV and radio stations around

the country. And press kits with cover letters were sent to those in

the health, nutrition and educational media.

Awareness of the McLean Deluxe skyrocketed, giving McDonald's a

head start when the rest of the marketing plan -- advertising,

promotion, point of purchase, couponing, merchandising, and so on -

kicked in in the weeks to follow. By integrating a variety of

communications disciplines and activities, the company reached four

week awareness levels in just two weeks. 1

While integrating the communications at McDonald's is nothing new

"we have been that way since day one," says Roy Bergold, McDonald's

vice president of advertising 2 -- many other organizations are just

waking up to the concept.
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Traditionally, advertising and public relations have operated

independently of one another. For example, most advertising agencies

focused on mass marketing to mass audiences via the mass media. True,

some also offer·ed public relations and sales promotion services to

their clients, but pure advertising and lucrative media commissions

-- were the bread and butter of the business. Corporate public

relations, on the other hand. came into being at many organizations

soon after the end of World War II; by the 1980s, most companies had

departments devoted exclusively to public relations. This

departmentalization implied a "division of labor" between public

relations and other functions, that positioned it as independent of

and not subservient to -- other departments within the corporation,

such as marketing. 3

In addition to being functionally separated, public relations and

advertising have long been philosophically separated as well. Many

public relations practitioners would admit that, at least

historically, their profession associated marketing and advertising

with flhucksterism." and they wanted no part of it, even though the

distinctions between the professions were sometimes hard to define.

Integrated Marketing Communications

Today, however, the walls between these disciplines are starting

to crumble. For one, companies can no longer depend solely on mass

marketing and advertising to sell products now that the mass media

(and mass audiences) have fragmented -- they want public relations to

help move goods and services. For another, organizations no longer

compete on just a local or national plane, but on a global level,

creating more product choices than ever before. "To be profitable in
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the 1990s, a company must use all available weaponry, including public

relations, in what has increasingly become marketing warfare," says

Tom Harris, visiting associate professor of corporate public relations

at Northwestern University and former president of Golin/Harris

Communications. 4

Too, many companies find public relations to be a more credible

form of communications than advertising. For example, despite growing

skepticism of advertising messages, consumers still tend to believe

information that is presented editorially, notes Aaron Cushman, APR,

president of the Chicago-based Aaron D. Cushman and Associates.

so-called 'disinterested third-person endorsement' carries

credibility," he says.5

And no doubt many companies are putting more public relations in

their marketing mix for economic reasons. Although both advertising

and public relations costs continue to rise, public relations is still

usually cheaper; some even consider it "free" publicity.

Finally, organizations that successfully integrate their

marketing and public relations usually stand a better chance of

speaking to all their various publics with one voice. This helps

ensure that all the messages coming out of public relations, marketing

and advertising are in harmony with each other. "Just as we fail to

trust the individual whose style, substance and personality change

with the days of the week," says Mary Koelle, Manager of Marketing

Communications at Xerox, "we fail to believe -- and believe in -- two,

three or four-faced [organizational] communications.,,6

The sometimes controversial concept of combining marketing,

advertising and public relations goals together is known as integrated

marketing communications, or simply "integrated marketing" or



"integrated communications." The American Association of Advertising

Agencies (Four A's) defines it this way:7

"A concept of marketing communications planning that recognizes
the added value of a comprehensive plan that evaluates the
strategic roles of a variety of communications disciplines, e.g.
General Advertising, Direct Response, Sales Promotion and Public
Relations - and combines these disciplines to provide clarity,
consistency, and maximum communications impact."

Jeffrey Myers, senior director of Integrated Marketing Communications

at the Nabisco Biscuit Company, says it is: 8

"A business philosophy that recognizes the added value of
synthesizing the communications disciplines - advertising,
public relations, promotion, direct response, etc. These
channels are optimized by applying consistent, focused and long
term efforts which are strategically based and designed to
enhance a brand's positioning as well as its imagery."

And Stan Tannenbaum, Chairman of the Integrated Advertising/Marketing

Communications Department at Northwestern University's Medill School

of Journalism explains it like this: 9

"It combines every form of communication - the price of the
product. where the product is sold, how it is displayed,
labeling, packaging, what is said about it in ads, direct
marketing, public relations. It even includes what a company's
employees say about the product - in sales pitches, telephone
conversations, cocktail parties.

"It encompasses trade literature, sales booths, catalog sheets,
the product guarantee. It is communication in every way to
everyone who affects the sale of a product. It is a dedication
of every form of comrnunication to bui Ld consumer confidence of a
brand - and subsequent competitive perceived value."

Forces Driving Integrated Marketing Communications

Advertising agencies, public relations agencies, businesses and

educators are all, at least to some degree, driving integrated

marketing communications.
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1. Adverti~ing Agencies. According to Advertising Age magazine,

most ad agency executives in attendance at the Four A's annual meeting

in May, 1991, embraced the concept of integrated marketing

communications, as did outgoing Four A's chair Keith Reinhard, head of

DDB Needham Worldwide. "It seems incredible ... that in the fragmented

markets of today, we are still using approaches invented for the mass

markets of yesterday," Reinhard said. Explained another agency

executive in attendance, "Integrated marketing is where the business

is going. It is the future. ,,10

Of concern to some agencies, however, is a survey conducted by

researchers at Northwestern University that found while most

businesses support the concept of integrated marketing communications,

they feel they (and not their agencies) should be the ones to

coordinate it. 1 1 It appears ad agencies have a long way to go in

convincing clients that they should be the focal point of integrated

communications programs.

To recapture some of the money that has been shifted from

advertising to public relations budgets -- and to ensure that they

continue to get their slice of the marketing pie -- many large ad

agencies have purchased public relations firms. During the last

decade, six of the top ten public relations firms were bought out by

advertising agencies. 1 2 Reports PR News, "The proven power of PR and

its cost effectiveness in contrast to advertising motivated the

advertising industry to add PR departments to their operations in

order to help alleviate its financial woes.,,13 Both Hill and Knowlton

and Ogilvy & Mather Public Relations are owned by WPP Group, the

world's largest advertising organization. Burson-Marsteller is owned

by Young & Rubicam. Saatchi & Saatchi owns The Rowland Company;
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Omnicom owns Porter/Novelli and Doremus Public Relations, and Manning,

Selvage & Less is now a part of D'Arcy Rasius Benton & Bowles. 1 4

To better package these integrated services, a number of ad

agencies have developed special names for the concept. Ogilvy &

Mather calls it "orchestration." Young and Rubicam calls it the

"Whole Egg" concept. l S Omnicom calls it the "Networking Concept," Leo

Burnett calls it "One Team, One Voice," and at Grey Adverting, it is

known as the "Agency Without Walls. ,,16

However it remains to be seen if the marriage of advertising and

public relations agencies will be a lasting relationship, or is simply

a short-lived fling during an era of declining ad revenues. Patrick

McGrath, president of the Jordan, McGrath, Case & Taylor, says "1

think the passion for it will diminish as the recession leaves and

good times return. n l ? Admits Frank Hoag, CEO of Lintas: Marketing

Communications, "Agencies went into the business of marketing

communications for the wrong reasons - to protect their share of the

client's marketing dollar. n1 8

2. Public Relations Agencies. Advertising agencies are not the

only force driving integrated marketing communications. Public

relations agencies are backing the concept too. A 1989 study of the

top 50 public relations agencies (ranked by billings) conducted by the

Chester Burger Company found that agencies tend to differentiate

themselves from each other based on their marketing ability. "When

asked what distinguished their agencies from any other, the most

frequent response was that the agency understood marketing better than

competitors," the report says.19

Aaron Cushman agrees. "For this year and the foreseeable future,

the magic word in building public relations sales volume is
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marketing," he says. For over 40 years, his Chicago agency has

helped public relations clients solve problems from a marketing

oriented perspective. An informal survey conducted by his agency

asked 25 of the top 50 national and regional independent public

relations firms if they saw an increase in their marketing-oriented

business in 1989. Nearly a quarter reported increases of more than 50

percent; all but two of the firms said they had at least some

increase. Eleven of these firms said they have special "teams" of

employees to handle marketing duties. Finally, 68.0 percent of the

respondents answered that crossing the line into marketing territory

represented a change from the past history of their organization. 20

Researchers James Grunig, William Ehling and Jon White note that

many agencies, under the guise of public relations, are concerned not

with building effective, two-way communications between their clients

and the public, but with providing clients with "a cheap mode of

adverting." For this reason, they believe, "public relations

agencies, more than any other group, have not only eroded the

distinction between public relations management and marketing

management, but have vigorously opposed, in practice and in words, any

idea that the public relations concern should be anything other than

getting media coverage for a company's goods or service." 21

They also cite other agency executives who admit that public

relations tactics are used for marketing purposes. Says Julie Wang,

president of Wang Associates, a New York based public relations firm,

"Public relations is unique in its ability to reach consumers directly

with educational and promotional materiel." 22 A survey of

pharmaceutical executives recently conducted by Wang's agency revealed

that 1) some 70.0 percent of those questioned said they hire public
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relations firms for marketing purposes; 2) that public relations is

rising as a percentage of the overall marketing budget; and 3) the

second most important criteria in selecting an outside public

relations firm is that firm's perceived "marketing savvy.,,23

David Drobis, president of Ketchum Public Relations/New York,

feels that public relations can increase its contribution to the

bottom line of an organization by "making strategy a part of our

repertory of services and by showing corporations how to be more

competitive." He encourages practitioners to become better at

collecting and analyzing information about competitors, and to think

more about the corporate strategy when dealing with communications

problems. 2 4

And Hill and Knowlton Senior Vice President and Director of

Marketing Communications Stephen Phillips told students at Ball state

University that public relations is becoming more important as it

becomes a part of the total marketing mix. He says marketers have

found that public relations can help them reposition products,

revitalize old products, open up new markets, and even get more

mileage from an advertising campaign. "Public relations is adding a

synergy that expands and magnifies the individual powers of

advertising and sales promotion," he says.25

3. Businesses.. Corporate America, too, is driving integrated

marketing communications. In June, 1991, professors Clarke Caywood,

Don Shultz and Paul Wang of the department of Integrated

Advertising/Marketing Communications at Northwestern University

published their report on the status of integrated marketing

communications at national consumer goods advertisers. Using the

definition of integrated marketing communications developed by the
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Four A's, these researchers sent questionnaires to CEOs, vice

presidents of marketing and directors of marketing services at leading

national advertiser:-s. The sample was drawn from a list of the 100

leading national advertisers as published in Advertising Age magazine

and from an Adweek·s Marketing Week supplement on America's Top 2000

Brands. The survey was also sent to selected members of the

Association of National Advertisers (ANA). In all, 594 questionnaires

were mailed; 30 percent were returned.

Sixty-seven percent of those responding said their companies were

currently integrated, based upon the definition provided in the

survey. Another 16.0 percent said their organization was not

currently integrated, but they felt that it would be within the next

five years. Only 17.0 percent said their organization was not

integrated nor probably would be within five years. "Support for the

concept, if not the practice of integrated marketing communications,

comes from all areas of the company," the researchers concluded. uPor

example, top management, marketing management, advertising management

and even sales management were perceived to be strongly supportive of

the approach.,,26

Other research also confirms that public relations is playing a

more important part in the overall marketing mix in American

companies. A study done for Hill and Knowlton surveyed senior

marketing executives at 20 of the top 50 national advertisers, and

found that public relations is being used more -- and will continue

being used more -- in the future. Said one executive interviewed for

the study, "PR is becoming more and more important. In the next five

years, it will become the most important element of the marketing

mix." Additionally, 35.0 percent of the respondents said they judged
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public relations effectiveness in their organization by lookinq for

increases in sales, 25.0 percent said they look for increased

awareness, and 20.0 percent said they use market share figures in

determining if thei r public relations programs were successful. 27

Another study, this one conducted for Golin/Harris Communications

by Ball state University, polled Advertising Age subscribers who hold

marketing and advertising positions within client organizations.

Among other things, this research found that: 1) Public relations was

effective in areas that have traditionally belonged to advertising;

2) Most respondents felt that public relations should be a part of the

marketing mix (although many admit that it wasn't happening); and

3) Nearly 75.0 percent said they use marketing public relations in

some form at their company.28

The trend toward integrated marketing communications is also

evidenced by the number of organizations that do it. Xerox,

McDonald's, AT&T, Kodak, Wendy's, Burger King, IBM, Johnson & Johnson,

R.J. Reynolds, Lexus and Northwest Airlines are just a few of the many

companies that say they have integrated their communications programs.

4. Educators. Finally, many educators are also driving the

concept of integrated marketing communications. Northwestern

University's Medill School of Journalism, for one, in the fall of

1991, implemented a new program in integrated marketing

communications. The Department of Integrated Advertising/Marketing

Communications combines what were once separate graduate degree

programs in corporate public relations, advertising and direct

marketing. 2 9 The program was developed, in part, on the premise that

if the trend in the business world is to integrate these disciplines,

educators should respond with integrated degree programs.
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"Professional Schools training for the traditional past will find

their graduates ill-equipped to enter the new world of integrated

marketing communications," says Clarke Caywood and Raymond Ewing,

facul ty members in the new program. 30 In fall r 1992, both the

University of Colorado at Boulder and Drake University in Des Moines,

Iowa also introduced integrated graduate programs. 31

In addition to introducing new programs in integrated marketing

communications, Grunig, Ehling and White say that some colleges and

universities are promoting integration by the way in which marketing

courses are taught. Specifically, they say many college-level

marketing textbooks treat public relations as a marketing tool;

business graduates thus enter the working world believing that public

relations is a subset of marketing. "Many marketing textbook authors

proceed as if they are free to define the public relations function in

whatever manner they please," they say. "The general result, not

surprisingly, is a reductionistic one in which public relations

activity, usually treated as product publicity or some fuzzy part of

sales promotion, is given a subordinate role under marketing.,,32

These researchers, and also the University of Georgia's Scott Cutlip,

note that Philip Kotler (who is one of the more widely known marketing

textbook authors) is particularly to blame. While Cutlip agrees that

one of the functions of public relations is to support marketing, he

says it should not be the only function of the profession. "Professor

Kotler blurs the two functions and his definition of marketing reads

as though it were public relations," he explains. 33
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Barriers to Integrated Marketing Communications

Despite the popularity of integrated marketing communications,

however, some barriers remain. Mary Koelle, the Xerox manager,

outlines what she sees as five roadblocks to integration:

1) Organizational barriers: Organizational structures that don't

promote integration is one of the most common barriers in larger

corporations, she says. For exampl e, some communications discipl ines

report up different chains of command, or report to different levels

of management, or don't have equal clout with each other. However,

Koelle notes that what really matters is not that each discipline is

represented equally on the organizational chart or in terms of budget,

but that each has an equal say in the process. "Integration means

that from the early stages of communications planning, the voice of

each discipline is sounded with clarity and received without

preconception or bi as," she says.

2) Lack of Management Commitment: This barrier is an issue when

corporate management doesn't understand the "haws" and the "whys" of

the integration process. "For exampl e, whi 1e di rect response

marketing and sales promotion have increasingly become appreciated by

management, media advertising still attracts the most attention -- and

often dominates the budget in marketing communications' programs,"

Koelle explains.

3) Lack of Appreciation: Even in those instances where

management understands integration, they may still fail to appreciate

it. In other words, it can look good on paper, but still not be

validated in practice.

4) TerritQ.J::ialism: Another common barrier is territorial ism

between the communications departments themselves. Each department
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has separate agendas, and often compete for management attention and

budgets. "Quite aside from rendering integrated communications

virtually impossible, these internal battles can tear at the very

fabric of an organization - and can make effective communications of

any kind unl ike 1 y," she says.

5) Agencies: Although it has been noted that many advertising

and public relations agencies are staking their future on integrated

marketing communications, Koelle points out they still have a long way

to go. Despite rhetoric to the contrary, agencies themselves are

sti 11 often stumbl ing in the integration process. "Too few have

realized much success that is, financial success from the agency

standpoint; conununications' effectiveness success from the corporate

point of view," she says. As John O'Toole, president of the Four A's

said, "up until recently the view of agencies was 'if it isn't

advertising, let someone else do it. tt', To be sure, old habits die

hard. 3 4

The 1989 Chester Burger study also reveals some of the problems

that advertising and public relations agencies have in integrating

their communications. For instance, most executives of ad agency

owned public relations firms said they shared only about 25.0 percent

of thei r' business wi th thei r parent company; the report cone 1udes

public relations is not benefiting much from ad agency acquisitions,

Also, it says that "Public relations agencies, no matter how large,

are tiny wedges in the marketing mix, and they have fundamentally less

economic significance to advertising agencies. Thus, they have a

higher risk of being spun off as an advertising agency service,"

Cultural differences between the professions are still a problem, and
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tithe stand off between advertising and public relations will not be

resolved any time 500n.,,35

From the client perspective, the Galin Harris/Ball state

University study found the main reasons companies didn't integrate

their marketing and public relations more often were: 1) Lack of

money; 2) Lack of time and/or staff; 3) Lack of support or

understanding by management; 4) Perceived difficulties in evaluating

the concept; and 5) The belief that marketing and public relations

were already being used to their fullest extent. 3 6

Public Relations vs. Marketing Public Relations

To make a distinction between some of the many perceptions of

what the public relations profession should be, Tom Harris, author of

The Marketers Guide to Public Relations, defines both "corporate"

public relations and "marketing" public relations. Corporate public

relations, he says, is more of a management function, and encompasses

duties such as financial relations, media relations, speechwriting,

corporate identity, community relations, employee communications and

such. Marketing public relations, on the other hand, focuses more on

product publicity, sponsorships, sales literature, media events and

trade support. 37 Harris defines marketing public relations this way:

tlMarketing public relations is the process of planning, executing
and evaluating programs that encourage purchase and consumer
satisfaction through credible communication of information and
impressions that identify companies and their products ~~th

the needs, wants, concerns and interests of consumers."

In short, corporate public relations supports corporate

objectives, while marketing public relations supports marketing

objectives. Both, Harris says, have important roles to play, and in
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fact may sometimes even be the same organizational function. However,

practitioners should understand the difference between the two.

Grunig, Ehling and White, too, agree that both public relations

and marketing are important, but are not the same thing. Like Harris,

they feel that corporate public relations is more of a management

function, concerned with the two-way exchange of messages between the

corporation and its publics, conflict resolution and problem solving.

Marketing, instead, is concerned with creating positive demand for

products and services. "Both marketing and public relations are

important functions for an organization. Subsuming public relations

into marketing, however. deprives the organization of one of those two

critical functions.,,39

Public relations trade associations, too, take the view that

public relations should not be confused with marketing. A decade ago,

the Public Relations Society of America (PRSA) adopted an official

statement that sought to disassociate the problem solving/conflict

resolution mission of public relations from that of a marketing and

publicity tool. 40 And in 1991, the International Association of

Business Communicators (rABe) reported that marketing and public

relations should be separate. nWithout public relations,

organizations will be diverted from their missions. Without

marketing, they would miss an essential mechanism for implementing

their missions," the initial data report on Excellence in Public

Relations andC9rnmunications Management reads. It also says that "If

public relations becomes solely a marketing function, the organization

loses its ability to build relationships with all its strategic

publics except the consumer public. ,,41
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Q~est~o~s a~d CO~cer~s

To date, most of the research on integrated marketing

communications has been aimed at those in the advertising and/or

marketing professions. What little research has been done from the

public relations perspective has been done at the agency, and not the

corporate (or "client tf), level.

For example, the Northwestern University survey of consumer goods

advertisers concluded that "It is clear that the organizations

responding to this study value and support integrated marketing

communications,,,42 but the survey didn't seek the opinions of those in

public relations. The questionnaires were mailed only to CEOs, vice

presidents of marketing, and directors of marketing or vice presidents

of advertising. Why was public relations excluded? The study also

says support for integrated marketing communications "comes from all

areas of the company,tf43 but clearly, not all areas were asked.

Finally, specific questions in the survey asked if integrated

marketing communications programs were likely to be supported by top

management, by marketing management, by advertising management and by

sales, but did not ask about support from public relations management.

The Hill and Knowlton research polled senior marketing executives

at top national advertisers to determine that the use of public

relations in marketing was on the rise. While there is no reason to

doubt the results, it is interesting to note that input from those in

public relations was not considered. And the Ball State-Golin/Harris

study also drew some good conclusions about the integration of

marketing and public relations, but only from marketing and

advertising executives. Again, why was public relations excluded?
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While the survey conducted by Aaron D. Cushman and Associates,

and the larger scale Chester Burger Company research, did seek the

opinions of those in public relations, it was from the agency -- not

the client -- point of view.

Of additional concern is that none of the definitions of

integrated marketing communications found by this researcher were

developed by those in public relations. The definition used in the

Northwestern survey, and the one most often referenced in other

articles on the subject, comes from the American Association of

Advertising Agencies.

There is no reason to doubt that integrated marketing

communications is happening. Nor is there any reason to question the

results of any of these other surveys -- their conclusions seem

reasonable, considering the groups that were polled. What is

unreasonable, however, is that while the focus is on the integration

of a variety of communications disciplines -- including public

relations the conclusions are not being drawn from all sectors

involved. While it appears that those in marketing and/or advertising

are generally "pro" integration, not much is known about how those in

public relations, especially corporate public relations, feel about

the issue. And aside from the colleges and universities that are

implementing integrated marketing communications programs, there is

not much to gauge how those in academia feel about it either.

Are public relations professionals more or less familiar with the

concept of integrated marketing communications than their counterparts

in advertising? Are they aware of the discussion about the issue?

Does it make a difference in how they feel if they are on the client,

the agency, or the academic side of the profession? Given a
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definition of integrated marketing communications, would they say

their public relations is integrated? Does the very definition of the

concept -- especially the word "marketing" -- make a difference in how

they feel? Do they think integrated marketing communications is

beneficial, or do they have doubts? Do public relations practitioners

feel they have a significant role to play in integrated marketing

communications, or do they feel threatened? Finally, how does all

this relate to how the practitioners perceive the role of public

relations? Do those who define the profession in marketing oriented

terms feel differently from those who think of public relations in

terms of a relationship building function?

These are just a few of the questions this researcher will

attempt to answer.

Hypotheses

The following hypotheses will be tested by this research:

1) Public relations agency practitioners will be more familiar

with, and practice integrated marketing communications more often.

than corporate public relations practitioners. This is partly

because, as was previously noted, many public relations agencies today

compete based on their marketing ability. It logically follows, then,

that agency practitioners will be more attuned to the integration of a

variety of public relations and marketing disciplines. Also, because

many public relations agencies are affiliated with or are subsidiaries

of advertising agencies, and many ad agencies are supportive of

integrated marketing communications, it is reasonable to think that

public relations agencies will be also.
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2) Corporat~ public relations practitioners wilLbe the group

that is next mos~ familiar with the concept of integrated marketing

communications. However, the percentage that integrates wi llbe less

than the 67.0 percent of executives who said they did in the

Northwestern survey.

3) The group with the least familiarity with or enthusiasm for

integrated marketing communications will be public relations

educators.

4) Smaller public relations agencies will be more likely than

1arger ones to integrate their clients t communications. This is

partly because most smaller agencies, by design, tend to be less

specialized and ndepartmentalized" than larger agencies, which in turn

leads to an environment that is more conducive to integration. For

example, the same person in charge of a client's public relations at a

small agency may also oversee that client's sales promotion or other

communications activities, which would make integration more likely

than if the functions were handled by different individuals.

5) Overall. most public relations practitioners will say

integrated marketing communications is beneficial for an organization.

However, most will also feel that, in practice, public relations is

not an equal partner with other communications disciplines when it

comes to integration. Instead, they see public relations as playing a

subservient role to marketing and advertising. One reason for this,

as noted previOUSly, is that many business school graduates are taught

that public relations is simply a tool of the marketing function.

Thus, the concern public relations practitioners have with integration

is not with the concept itself, but the unequal role that their

profession plays in it.
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6) Most practitioners will say "corporate" public relations

duties are most important. yet they will practice "marketing" public

relations functions most often,

7) The terminology of thecQncept will have no bearing on

resul ts. In other words, call ing the concept "integrated marketing

communications" will not affect the results any differently than

calling it just "integrated communications,"

Methodo1ogy

The goals of this research were to find out 1) how familiar

professionals in different sectors of the public relations profession

(agency, client and academia) were with the concept of integrated

marketing communications; 2) if they practiced it; 3) what opinions

they had about it; and 4) what barriers exist. Also, this study

attempted to find out if the group that was "left out" of the

Northwestern research corporate public relations practitioners

have different opinions from the advertising and marketing

practitioners that were surveyed. (However, this was not intended to

be a replication of the Northwestern study.)

A written survey, mailed to public relations practitioners, was

determined to be the best method of gathering this information.

Survey Design

A three-part, 35 question survey was developed. The first part

asked respondents about their perceptions of the public relations

profession -- specifically what they thought the concerns of the

profession currently were and what they should be, their perceptions

of how well public relations and advertising practitioners did certain
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things, and what specific tasks they thought were most vital to the

public relations function. The purpose of these initial questions was

to determine if how professionals viewed the public relations function

in general would have any bearing on their attitudes about integrated

marketing communications later in the survey. Asking about the tasks

associated with public relations was done to see if respondents

thought of the profession in more "marketing" or "corporate" oriented

terms. (The list of tasks respondents could choose from was the same

as those defined by Tom Harris as either marketing, marketing public

relations, or corporate public relations duties. 44)

The second part of the survey asked respondents how familiar they

were with the concept of integrated marketing communications, and if

their public relations was integrated. To see if the terminology had

any correlation with the results, however, two versions of the survey

were developed. One version included the Four A's definition of

integrated marketing communications, and referred to the concept as

such throughout the rest of the survey. The other version did not

attempt to define the concept, and referred only to integrated

communications (with no mention of the word "marketing") throughout.

Both surveys were completely identical in all other respects.

The third part of the survey asked practitioners demographic

questions such as their title, the number of years in the profession,

their educational background and size of the organization they worked

for. Those working at agencies were asked if their agency was a

subsidiary of an ad agency, and those on the client side were asked if

their organization used a public relations agency. The survey

concluded by asking respondents to include any additional comments

they had about integrated marketing communications, and requested that
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they send a note to the researcher (under separate cover) if they

wanted copies of the results.

Sampling

The researcher felt that those most qualified to reply to the

survey would be those in management and leadership positions

throughout the industry, as opposed to those in more technical, lower

level or entry level jobs.

1. Corporate list: Two hundred names of corporate public

relations executives were selected from Q'Dwyers Directory of Public

Relations Executives 1990. (Criteria for inclusion in this directory

was to have at least five years public relations experience at the

management level or above in a corporation, or at the account

supervisor level or above in an agency.) The names were chosen by

selecting every 28th entry throughout the book. If it was obvious the

entry was for someone that did not work on the corporate side of the

profession, however, the next clearly identifiable corporate entry was

chosen instead. (One way of determining if the entry was for a

practitioner on the corporate side of the profession, besides the

company name, was to look at the title. For example, those who were

account supervisors, owners, CEOs, and so on were determined to work

for agencies.) Additionally, those working at non-profit

organizations, and those working for a company previously included on

the list, were excluded.

2. Agency list: The Q'Dwywer's Directory of Public Relations

Agencies 1990 was used to select 200 agency names. First, the top

executives at the top 50 agencies in the United states (ranked by

billings) were chosen. This was to ensure representation from the
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largest -- and assumed most influential -- public relations firms.

Then, an additional 150 names were chosen by selecting every 9th firm

listed throughout the book, and adding the senior most executive at

that firm to the list. If a firm happened to be one that was already

included on the list because it was a "top 50" agency, the next agency

listed was selected. After minor adjustments, a total of 197 agency

names were prepared for the research.

3. Educator list: The Public Relations Society of America 1989

1990 Register was used to select names of public relations educators.

All names I isted in the "Educators Section" of the directory were

initially chosen. However, those whose title did not clearly indicate

that the person was actively involved in teaching at the collegiate

level were eliminated, and only one person from each college or

university was used (duplicates were removed). This netted a final

list of 136 names.

Test Mailing

On May 22, 1992, a test mailing of 100 surveys -- 30 to

educators, and 35 each to corporate and agency practitioners -- was

sent, along with a cover letter and a postage paid reply envelope.

Recipients were asked to return the survey by June 12, 1992. Ten days

later, a postcard was sent as a reminder of the deadline.

The test mailing produced a return of approximately 30 percent.

Some respondents had trouble jumping to the sections of the survey

that pertained to their side of the profession. For example, some

corporate public relations executives answered questions intended for

agency professionals, and vice versa. The decision was therefore made

to split the one Survey into three separate surveys -- one each for

educators, corporate and agency professionals. The questions, order
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and format of the survey did not change, but now individuals would be

receiving questions relating only to their own side of the profession.

Additionally, this made the survey appear somewhat shorter, because

questions irrelevant to another sector were eliminated. Two versions

of each survey -- one with the marketing definition, one without __

were still used, for a total of six slightly different variations of

the survey.

Final Mailing

On June 12, 1992, the remaining 433 surveys were mailed. Ten

days later, a reminder postcard was sent. On July 9, 1992, the

results of the 175 surveys returned (from both test and final

mailings) were tabulated. The number and percentage returned, by

group, was as follows:

Agency

Corporation

Educators

Total

Total Mailed

197

200

136

533

Undelivered*

35

21

7

63

Returned

61

61

53

175

Percent**

37.7%

34.1%

41.1%

37.2%

* Includes surveys returned to researcher because of wrong address, or
because the intended recipient had moved, retired or died.

** Percent calculated on total mailed, minus those undelivered.

Analysis

Responses from the surveys were then coded and typed into a

Microsoft Word word processing format, and the data converted to an

SPSS program on the VAX 8600 computer system at Drake University in

Des Moines, Iowa. The results were then printed and analyzed. The

Chi-Square test of significance (p <.05) was used to determine all

levels of significance.
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The surveys were first analYzed by group, to observe what

differences existed between the answers given by agency and corporate

practitioners and educators. The Chi-Square test of significance

(p <.05) was used to determine if there were significant differences

between the groups. When there were. they were reported. When there

were not, the overall results (frequencies) were reported for each

question, without regard to which sector the practitioners worked in.

what follows are the responses to the questions from Part I of

the survey. A summary of the results follows this section.

Question #1 - Concerns of the PR Profession

The first question sought to determine what practitioners felt

the concerns of the public relations profession currently were, versus

what they felt they should ideally be. In some cases, they indicated

the current concerns were things the profession should indeed be

focused on: in other words. the profession was concerned with the

right things. The purpose of this question was to determine if what

practitioners perceived to be the concerns of the profession had any

correlation with their opinions about integrated marketing

communications.

Opinions about generating publicity:

Practitioners were asked if they thought generating publicity was

or should be a concern of the public relations profession. There were

no significant differences between the answers given by each group, so

the overall results were reported. Respondents indicated that

generating publicity was too much of a concern of the profession.
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Is publicity a concern?

All groups (0=153)

Too much

59.6%

Should be more

1.3

About right

41.8

Opinions about building awareness:

Again, there were no significant differences between the three

groups on this point, so the overall frequencies were reported. Most

practitioners indicc.ted the emphasis on building awareness was about

right.

Is building awareness a concern?

All groups (n=141)

Too much

34.0%

Should be more

6.4

About right

59.6

Opinions about building image and identity:

There were no signifi differences between

came to ccrncerns about building image and identity. Most

it.

profession was should to be

Is ty a

14.8 .8

. ""..b.·.·0.··ut .'1">. romoting products and services:Opinl.ons a. It:'

There were nc fferences

came to concerns
f

) itioners

a concern jt
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percentage who said the emphasis was about right on this issue was

nearly as great (43.4 percent).

Is promoting products a concern?

All groups (n=145)

Too much

47.6%

Should be more

9.0

About right

43.4

Opinions about increasing market share:

When asked if increasing market share was or should be a concern

of the profession, there was no significant differences between the

responses of each group. Overall, however, there were some mixed

reactions. Slightly more than one-third (36.3 percent) indicated

increasing market share was too much of a concern, but the exact same

percentage said it was and should continue to be a concern.

Is market share a concern?

All groups (n=113)

Too much

36.3%

Should be more

27.4

About right

36.3

Opinions about reading public opinion:

The differences between the groups were not significant on this

point. Overall, 44.0 percent felt the profession was and should be

concerned with reading public opinion, however, the percentage that

thought this should be more of a concern was nearly as great.

Is reading public opinion a concern?

All groups (n=141)

Too much

14.9%

Should be more

41.1

About right

44.0



There were no

Op1n1onsaboutcounsel ingman.agement:

""'''''''4~•. J.ficantdifferences between groups when it

came to opinions counseling management. Nearly f (48.8

percent) felt the profession was and should be concerned with it.

Forty-four percent thought it should be more of a concern.

Is counseling management a concern?

All groups (n=166)

Too much

10.8\

Should be mQre

40.4

About right

Opinions about influencing organizational policy:

There were no significant differences between the responses of

the three groups when asked for opinions about influencing

organizational icy. More than half (55.1 percent) felt influencing

organizational policy should be more of a concern, while slightly more

than one-third (36.7 percent) thought the emphasis was about right.

Is organizational policy a concern?

All groups (n=147)

Too much

8.2%

Shaul d be more

55.1

About right

36.7

Opinions about influencing public policy:

There were no significant differences between the groups when

asked if influencing public policy was and should be a concern of the

profession. Some 46.2 percent of all respondents felt it should be

more of a concern, but 41.7 percent thought it already was and should

be a concern.
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Is public policy a concern?

Too much Should be more About right

All groups (n=132) 12.1% 46.2 41.7

Opinions about resolving conflicts:

On the issue of resolving conflicts, there was a significant

difference between the responses given by the three groups. Of

significance was that while about half of those at agencies said

resolving conflicts should be more of a concern, more than half the

educators said it already was and should be. In other words, agency

practitioners felt the profession should do more in this regard, but

educators felt the emphasis was already about right. Corporate

practitioners had mixed feelings on the issue their responses were

fairlY evenly divided between the three possible choices.

Is resolving conflicts a concern?

Too much Should be more About right

Agency (n=37)
Corporate (n=28)
Educator (n=40)

10.8%
35.7
2.5

51. 4
32.1
42.5

37.8
32.1
55.0

Opinions about building relationships:

There were no significant differences between the three groups

When asked if building relationships with publics was or should be a

concern of the public relations profession. Overall, practitioners

were fairly divided on the issue -- 45.4 percent thought it should be

more of a concern, while 42.3 percent indicated it already was and

should be a concern.
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Is building relationships a concern?

Too much Should be more About right

All groups (n=130) 12.3% 45.4 42.3

Opinions about "other" concerns:

The final part of question #1 asked respondents if they felt

there were "other" concerns of the profession that had not been

addressed. (They were asked to write in their own, if any.) Although

few respondents answered this part of the question, and the

relationship between the differences of the three groups was

insignificant, it was still interesting to note some of the responses.

From agencies, these "other" concerns ranged from building better

relationships with the media and crisis management, to business

development and firm management. Some of the "other" concerns of

corporations were coordinating internal and external messages, issues

management, responding to media "attacks," crisis management and

investor relations. From educators, these "other" concerns were

crisis management, monitoring ethics, evaluating public relations,

educating management and assisting in change. To be sure, each group

had a different agenda when it came to things they thought should be

additional concerns of the public relations profession.

Are there other concerns?

All groups (n=32)

Too much

15.6%

Should be more

50.0

About right

34.4
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Question '2 - Grading Public Relations and Advertising

Question #2 asked respondents to grade how well they thought

public relations and advertising practitioners did certain things,

using a grading scale of A (5 points), B (4 points), C (3 points), D

(2 points) or F (1 point). This was done to 1) find out if they

graded public relations practitioners better than, worse than, or

about the same as their counterparts in advertising; and 2) learn more

about the opinions and perceptions public relations practitioners had

about each profession. Like the information from question #1, this

knowledge was thought to be important in discovering if how

practitioners perceive their profession had any bearing on their

opinions toward integrated marketing communications.

As in question #1, results were first analyzed by group, to

observe what differences might exist in the answers between agency

practitioners, corporate practitioners and educators. If there were

no significant differences, the results were reported without a

breakdown by group. If there were significant differences, they were

noted.

A) "Generating Publicity." When asked to grade how well both

public relations and advertising practitioners were at generating

publicity, there were some significant differences between responses

from agency professionals and educators. 65.3 percent of those at

agencies gave those in the advertising profession a grade of either

tlD" or tlF" in their ability to generate publicity, while 70.2 percent

of the educators gave advertising a grade of "C" or better. Corporate

practitioners were fairly evenly dispersed throughout the range of

grades. Clearly, educators have more faith then their counterparts at
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agencies that advertising professionals do a good job of generating

publicity.

Overall (without regard to group), respondents said public

relations does a better job of generating publicity than advertising.

Mean grades were 4.30 for public relations, and 2.79 for advertising.

Grades for Publicity

Agency (Pr) (n=60)
Agency (Ad) (n=49)
Corporate (Pr) (n=60)
Corporate (Ad) (n=49)
Educator (Pr) (n=52)
Educator (Ad) (n=37)

A
50.0%
20.4
31.7
20.4
50.0

5.4

B
41. 7
44.9
46.7
22.4
40.4
35.1

C
8.3

30.6
21.7
16.3

9.6
29.7

D
0.0
4.1
0.0

36.7
0.0

21.6

F
0.0
0.0
0.0
4.1
0.0
8.1

B) "Building Awareness." There were no significant differences

between the grades each group gave public relations and advertising.

Overall, practitioners gave advertising the better grade. The mean

grade for public relations was 3.87, for advertising, 4.02.

Grades for Awareness

All groups (Pr) (n=172)
All groups (Ad) (n=162)

A
20.3%
35.8

B
50.6
37.0

c
25.0
21. a

D
4.1
6.2

F
0.0
0.0

C) "Building Image and Identity." There were no significant

differences between the grades each group gave. Overall,

practitioners said public relations did a better job of building image

than advertising. Mean grades were 3.85 for public relations, and

3.73 for advertising.

Grades for Image

All groups (Pr) (n=173)
All groups (Ad) (n=163)

A
23.7%
22.7

B
44.5
39.3

c
25.4
28.8

D
5.8
7.4

F
0.6
1.8
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products and services.

Overall, all practitioners graded advertising better than public

relations; in factI the mean grade for advertising was more than one

full letter higher. Mean grades were 3.05 for public relations, and

4.23 for advertising.

Grades for Selling

Agency (Pr) (n=57)
Agency (Ad) (n=56)
Corporate (Pr) (n=53)
Corporate (Ad) (n=56)
Educator (Pr) (n=40)
Educator (Ad) (n=49)

A
7.0%

37.5
5.7

35.7
2.5

57.1

B
33.3
48.2
20.8
39.3
22.5
42.9

c
35.1
8.9

47.2
17.9
45.0
0.0

D
19.3

3.6
24.5
5.4

22.5
0.0

F
5.3
1.8
1.9
1.8
7.5
0.0

F) "Increasing Market Share." There were no significant

differences between the groups. All practitioners said advertising

does a better job of increasing market share than public relations by
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a margin of more than one full letter grade.
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Mean grades were 3.00

~ for public relations and 4.05 for advertising.
i
l'

Grades for Market Share

A B C D
All groups (Pr) (n=151) 5.3% 24.5 42.4 21.2
All groups (Ad) (n=158) 29.7 51. 9 14. 6 1. 9

F
6.6
1.9

G) "Understanding Marketing. 1t There were no significant

differences between the groups. Overall, when asked to grade which

practitioners, advertising or public relations, did a better job of

understanding marketing, respondents said those in advertising did.

Mean grades were 2.94 for public relations, and 4.04 for advertising.

Grades for Marketing

A B C
All groups (Pr) (n=169) 7.1% 19.5 40.8
All groups (Ad) (n=163) 33.7 42.9 17.8

D F
26.0 6.5
5.5 0.0

H) "Understanding Their Own Profession." There were no

significant differences between the groups. Overall, practitioners

indicated advertising professionals understand their own profession

better than those in public relations understand theirs. Mean grades

were 3.67 for public relations, and 4.01 for advertising.

Grades for Understanding Profession

A B C D F

All groups (Pr) (n=173) 19.1% 39.3 32.4 8.7 0.6
All groups (Ad) (n=160) 26.2 51. 3 20.0 2.5 0.0

I) "Understanding the Mission of the Organization They

Represent." There were no significant differences between the groups

when asked to grade which profession does a better job of
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understanding the mission of the organization it represents. Overall,

practitioners said public relations practitioners do a b·et.t·er .Job.

Mean grades were 3.87 for public relations, and 3.31 for advertising.

Grades for Understanding Mission

,

A B C D
All groups (Pr) (n=170) 21. 2% 51. 8 21. 2 4.7
All groups (Ad) (n=158) 11. 4 28.5 43.0 13.9

F
1.2
3.2

J) "Developing Clout." There were no significant differences

between the answers each group gave when asked to grade which

practitioners do a better job of developing clout within an

organization. Overall, respondents said advertising professionals do

a better job. Mean grades were 3.13 for advertising, and 3.42 for

public relations.

Grades for Developing Clout

~ I
j i

A
All groups (Pr) (n=165) 6.7%
All groups (Ad) (n=155) 14.2

B
30.3
33.5

C
38.2
34.2

D
19.4
16.8

F
5.5
1.3

K) "Contributions to the Bottom Line." When asked which

practitioners fared better in terms of contributions to the bottom

line, there were some significant differences between the groups. As

in previous cases where there have been significant differences,

educators gave much higher grades to those in advertising than did

those at agencies or corporations. 90.2 percent of the educators gave

a grade of either "AU or "Btl to advertising, compared to only 55.4

percent of the agency and 60.0 percent of the corporate practitioners.

In fact, about one-third of the agency and corporate practitioners

only gave advertising a grade of "C." (35.7 percent of the agency and
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31.6 percent of the corporate practitioners gave a grade of "C. t f Only

5.9 percent of the educators did likewise.)

In looking at overall results, advertising faired better than

public relations. Mean grades were 3.76 versus 3.41.

Grades for Bottom Line Contribution

g

Agency (Pr) (n=58)
Agency (Ad) (n=56)
Corporate (Pr) (n=59)
Corporate (Ad) (n=57)
Educator (Pr) (n=50)
Educator (Ad) (n=51)

A
10.3%
16.1
8.5

12.3
18.0
29.4

B
29.3
39.3
32.2
47.4
40.0
60.8

c
48.3
35.7
44.1
31.6
28.0

5.9

D
·12.1

8.9
11. '9

5.3
10.0
0.0

F
0.0
0.0
3.4
3.5
4.0
3.9

L) "Understanding Public Opinion." There were no significant

differences between the grades each group gave. Overall,

practitioners said public relations does a better job of understanding

public opinion than does advertising. Mean grades were 3.85 for

public relations and 3.06 for advertising.

Grades for Public Opinion

All groups (Pr) (n=172)
All groups (Ad) (n=159)

A
24.4%

9.4

B
46.5
20.1

C
20.3
42.8

D
7.6
23.3

E
1.2
4.4

M) "Adapting to Change and New Ideas." Again, there were no

significant differences between the grades given by each group.

Overall, respondents indicated public relations does a better job of

adapting to change and new ideas than advertising. Mean grades were

3.61 for public relations and 3.55 for advertising.

Grades for Adapting to Change

A B C D F
All groups ( pr) (n=170) 16.5% 40.6 32.4 9.4 1.2
All groups (Ad) (n=162) 16.0 39.5 27.8 13.6 2.5
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! N) "Focusing on Long Term Resul ts. " There were no signi f i cant
t

~ differences between the grades each group gave. Overall,
1

practitioners said public relations does a better job of focusing on

long-term results than advertising. Mean grades were 3.46 for public

relations, and 2.67 for advertising.

Grades for Long-Term Focus

A B C D F
All groups (Pr) (n=169) 14.8% 39.6 27.8 12.4 5.3
All groups (Ad) (n=160) 2.5 13.8 43.1 30.0 10.6

The following table highlights the differences between the mean

grades for public relations and advertising practitioners.

Mean Grades

Item Pr Cl etter grade) Advertising (lett.er grade> Difference

Publicity 4.30 (B) 2.79 (D) 1. 51
Awareness 3.87 (C) 4.02 (B) 0.15
Image 3.85 (C) 3.73 (C) 0.12
Promote 3.73 (C) 4.42 (B) 0.69
Sell 3.05 (C) 4.23 (B) 1.18
Mark. Share 3.00 (C) 4.05 (B) 1.05
Undo Market 2.94 (D) 4.04 (B) 1.10
Undo Prof. 3.67 (C) 4.01 (B) 0.34
Mission 3.87 (C) 3.31 (C) 0.56
Clout 3.13 (C) 3.42 (C) 0.29
Bottom Line 3.41 (C) 3.76 (C) 0.35
Opinion 3.85 (C) 3.06 (C) 0.79
Change 3.61 (C) 3.55 (C) 0.06
Long Term 3.46 (C) 2.67 (C) 0.79

As shown above, respondents graded advertising practitioners

better than public relations practitioners in eight out of 14

instances. The widest gaps in grades between the different

professions were on the issues of generating publicity (when they said

public relations did the better job), and in selling products and

services, increasing market share and understanding marketing (when
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I they said advertising does the better job).
t

These later items
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those dealing with selling products and marketing -- will bel,
particularly interesting to examine in relation to responses about

integrated marketing communications.

Question #3 - Functions of Public Relations

The third question asked respondents to choose what they

personally felt were the most important functions of public relations

from a list of 24 possible items. They were told to select as few or

as many items as they wished, but to choose only those they felt were

most important to the profession. The list of possible choices was

taken directly from those categorized as either marketing, marketing

public relations or corporate public relations duties by Tom Harris,

as follows. 4 6

Marketing Duties

Marketing assessments
Customer segmentation
Product development
Pricing
Distribution
Service
Consumer advertising
Sales promotion
Sales

Marketing PR Duties

Product publicity
Sponsorships
Special events
Public service
Publications
Media events
Media tours
Trade support

Corporate PH Duties

Corp. media relations
Investor relations
Government relations
Community relations
Empl. communications
Public affairs
Advocacy advertising

These items were presented in random order on the survey, and

practitioners did not know how the researcher would be categorizing

the list. The purpose of this question was to determine if

respondents tended to define public relations in terms of marketing,

marketing public relations or corporate public relations duties. In

analyzing the responses, it was clear that all groups indicated

corporate public relations duties were most important, followed by

marketing public relations and then marketing duties. The percentage
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I choosing each item, by profession, is shown below.
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Totals add to more
ir e ,

L than 100 percent because practitioners could choose multiple

responses.

Functions of PR, by Group (Percentage Choosing)

Marketing Duties:
Marketing assessment
Product development
Distribution
Consumer advertising
Customer segmentation
Pricing
Service
Sales Promotion
Sales

Marketing PH Duties:
Sponsorships
Public service
Media events
Trade show
Publicity
Special events
Publications
Media tours

CQrporate PH Duties
Media relations
Government relations
Employee cO~IDunications

Advocacy advertising
Investor relations
Community relations
Public affairs

Agency
(n=61)

32.7%
11. 4

3.3
3.3

18.0
1.6

13.1
14.7

6.5

14.7
32.7
45.9
18.0
75.4
44.2
36.0
44.2

88.5
65.5
75.4
14.7
73.7
68.8
70.4

Corporate
(n=61)

11. 4
3.3
3.3
3.3
3.3
0.0

11. 4
6.5
4.9

14.7
22.9
55.7
14.7
63.9
59.0
59.0
45.9

95.0
49.1
78.6
24.5
57.3
80.3
65.5

Educator
(n=53)

11. 3
3.7
1.8
1.8

13.2
0.0

22.6
9.4
0.0

16.9
64.1
56.6
18.8
67.9
66.0
73.5
43.3

90.5
58.4
92.4
52.8
60.3
90.5
84.9

When examining the overall frequency (all practitioners, without

regard to group) it becomes even more apparent that respondents

indicated corporate public relations duties were the most important

functions of the profession, followed by marketing public relations

duties. then marketing duties. The overall percentage choosing each

item is shown on the following page.
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Functions of PR, Not by Group (Percentage Choosing)

All Groups (n-175)

Marketing Duties:
Marketing assessment
Product development
Distribution
Consumer advertising
Customer segmentation
Pricing
Service
Sales promotion
Sales

Marketing PR Duties:
Sponsorships
Public service
Media events
Trade show
Publicity
Special events
Publications
Media tours

Corporate PR Duties:
Media relations
Government relations
Employee communications
Advocacy advertising
Investor relations
Community relations
Public affairs

18.9%
6.3
2.9
2.9

11. 4
0.6

15.4
10.3

4.0

15.4
38.9
52.6
17.1
69.1
50.3
55.4
44.6

91. 4
63.4
81. 7
29.7
64.0
79.4
73.1

Question #4 - How PR is Practiced

Finally, the last question in Part I asked how practitioners

actually practiced public relations, either at their agency or

corporation, or how it was taught at their institution. This time,

the marketing public relations functions from the previous question

Were grouped together and labeled "Group A. 1f The corporate public

relations functions were labeled "Group B." Respondents were told to

select the grouping that best represented how they actually practiced

public relations, or to indicate if it was a combination of both

groups, or neither. The purpose of this question was to discover if
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from question #3.

~~--I;
t: how practitioners actually practiced public relations was in sync with

I> what they indicated were the most important duties of the profession
I

There were significant differences between the answers each group

gave, thus the frequencies for each group are shown separately below.

How PR is Practiced (by Group)

Agency (n=60)
Corporate (n=61)
Educator (n=52)

MPR

31.7%
11. 5
5.8

CPR

20.0
39.3
34.6

Both

45.0
44.3
51. 9

Neither

3.3
4.9
7.7

of importance here was that while nearly one-third of the agency

practitioners said they practice marketing public relations, only

slightly more than one-tenth of the corporate practitioners, and only

about 6.0 percent of the educators, said so. Similarly, while 39.3

percent of the corporate practitioners indicated they practice

corporate public relations, and 34.6 percent of the educators said

they teach it, only 20.0 percent of agencies report doing it. This is

interesting in light of the answers each group gave on question #3.

For example, while nearly all practitioners agreed, in theory, that

the most important functions of public relations were corporate public

relations duties, that was not necessarily how they said they

practiced the profession. It is apparent that how each group defines

public relations, and how they practice it, are often two different

things.

Without regard to group, nearly half of the respondents said they

most often practice a combination of marketing and corporate public

relations duties. Slightly less than one-third said they practice
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public relations, 16.8 percent said they practice marketing

lipublic relations, and only a few do neither.
II,

How PR is Practiced (All)

All groups (n=173)

MPR

16.8

CPR

31.2

Both

46.8

Neither

5.2

S1..AYnITla.ry, Pa.rt I

The initial results to Part I of the survey are summarized as

i follows.

Concerns of the Profession

When it came to identifying concerns of the public relations

liiprofession, there was 1itt l e di fference of opinion between agency

ipractitioners, corporate practitioners and educators. Most felt the

Lprofession was too concerned with generating publicity and promoting

iproducts and services. They felt influencing organizational policy,

influencing public policy, and building relationships with publics

should be more of a concern. And overall, they generally felt the

profession placed the right amount of emphasis on building awareness,

bUilding image, reading public opinion and counseling management.

Practitioners had mixed feelings when it came to opinions about

increasing market share, however. Slightly more than one-third of the

respondents indicated increasing market share was too much of a

concern, but the same percentage said the amount of emphasis was about

right. Similarly, there were some differences of opinion when it came

to the issue of public relations and conflict resolution. More than

half the agency practitioners thought public relations should be more

concerned with conflict resolution, while more than half the educators
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t the profession already was. Corporate practitioners were divided

this issue.

And, each group indicated there were some "other n things the

fession was and/or should be concerned with. As would be expected,

"other" concerns were things closely associated with the sector of

profession mentioning it. For example, agency practitioners

sted things like business development and firm management as "other"

oncerns. Corporate practitioners indicated they had concerns about

ordinating internal and external messages, issues management,

onding to the media and crisis management. Educators said their

er concerns were crisis management, monitoring ethics, evaluating

lic relations, educating managers, and assisting in change.

Grades for Public Relations and Advertising

Again, there were few significant differences between the

responses of agency practitioners, corporate practitioners, and

educators when it came to assigning grades to each profession.

Overall, the respondents said public relations does a better job of

generating publicity, building an image, understanding the mission of

the organization it represents, understanding public opinion, adapting

to change and new ideas, and focusing on long-term results. On the

other hand, they said advertising does a better job of building

awareness, promoting products and services, selling products and

services, increasing market share, understanding marketing,

understanding its own profession, developing clout within an

organization, and contributing to the organizational bottom line.

There were significant differences between the groups when it

came to assigning grades for generating publicity (most agency
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,,0/p r a c t i tioners gave advertising a grade ofei t he r "D" or lIF, " whileIt;- .~~

r;emost educators gave a lIC" or better), selling products and services
{,

and corporate practitioners graded it lower), and contributions to the

bottom line (more than 90.0 percent of the educators gave advertising

d f "A" "B, " h i I Ia gra eo· or w 1 e on y about 60.0 percent of the agency and

corporate practitioners did).

What was interesting to note was that most practitioners gave

better grades to advertising for things such as promoting products,

selling products, increasing market share and understanding marketing

-- all things usually associated with integrated marketing

communications. Also interesting was that, at least overall,

educators felt much better about the abilities of the advertising

profession than did agency and corporate public relations

practitioners.

Functions of Public Relations

When asked what functions were most important to public

relations, practitioners most often selected those defined as

corporate public relations duties. They chose marketing public

relations duties next most often, and marketing duties third. When

asked how they typically practiced public relations, however, it was a

different story. Nearly half of all respondents said their work was a

combination of both corporate and marketing public relations duties;

less than one-third of the agency practitioners said they practice

solely corporate public relations techniques. Clearly, how

practitioners defined public relations, and how they practiced it,

were two different things.
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tegration issue. As noted earlier, there were actually two

fferent versions of the survey used one that referred to

egrated marketing communications (and used the Four A's definition

it) -- the other which referred only to integrated communications

(without the word "marketing," and without a definition). This was to

determine if the definition of the concept had any effect on the

responses. The following results are reported without regard to

survey version, unless there was a significant difference in the

responses between the versions for a given question. Also, the

results are the collective responses (from all practitioners) unless

there was a significant difference in the answers given by each group.

Question #5 - Familiarity with Concept

When asked how familiar they were with the concept of integrated

communications (or integrated marketing communications, depending on

survey version), there was a significant difference in the answers

between the groups, but not between survey versions. Agency

practitioners and educators were most likely to be familiar with the

concept, corporate practitioners were least likely to have heard of

it.

How Familiar?

Agency (n=61)
Corporate (n=60)
Educator (n=52)

Very

57.4%
20.0
44.2

Somewhat

32.8
53.3
42.3

Vaguely

8.2
15.0

7.7

Not at all

1.6
11.7

5.8
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Question #6 (#7 for Educators) - Do they Integrate?

The next question asked agency practitioners if they ever helped

ir clients integrate public relations, and corporate practitioners

the public relations in their own company was integrated.

ors were asked if public relations at their institution was

as part of an integrated program. Again, there were

gnificant differences between the answers given by each group, but

t between the survey versions.

Almost all agency practitioners reported they at least sometimes

Iped clients integrate their public relations, but only 68.8 percent

the corporate practitioners said their public relations was at

east somewhat integrated. Half of the educators said their public

relations was taught as part of an integrated program, or soon would

be. Of interest is that while almost all the agencies reported that

they help clients integrate, nearly one-third of the corporate

practitioners said they don't ever integrate their own public

relations. It is also interesting to note the similarities between

these results and those of some of the other studies mentioned

earlier. For example, in the Northwestern research, 67.0 percent of

the respondents, when provided the Four A's definition of integrated

marketing communication and asked, "Is your company integrated," said

that it was. This compares with 68.8 percent of the corporate

practitioners in this research who indicated their public relations

was at least sometimes integrated when asked, "Is the public relations

in your organization currently integrated with other communications

disciplines?" While the questions were different, and this study was

not intended to be a replication of the other, the fact that similar

questions yielded nearly identical results cannot be ignored.
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Also, the percentage of agencies that indicated they integrate

[their clients' communications was reflective of the findings of the
II Chester Burger Company report (that found agencies distinguish
!
I· themsel ves on thei r marketing abi I i ty), and the Aaron Cushman research

(that found public relations firms are seeing increases in their

marketing related business).

Do they Integrate?

Agency (n=59)
Corporate (n=61)

Yes

86.4%
34.4

Sometimes

11. 9
34.4

No

1.7
29.5

Not Sure

0.0
1.6

Is PR Taught Integrated?

Educator (n=49)

Yes

46.9%

Soon Will Be

4.1

No

40.8

Not Sure

8.2

Question #6 (Educators Only)

Educators were asked in which school or college the public

relations curriculum was based at their institution. It was felt

knowing this might help the researcher better understand their

opinions about integrated marketing communications. This question did

not appear on the survey for agency or corporate practitioners. The

majority of educators said their program was based in the school of

journalism or mass communications. Others said it was based in the

school of business, liberal arts, or in "another" area. Some of the

"other" responses given included the college of fine arts, humanities,

English, theater arts, and general studies. There were no significant

differences in the answers between the different survey versions.
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Educators (n=50)

Which College?

JMC Business

64.4% 8.0%

Lib. Arts

16.0%

"other"

12.0%

Question # 7 - Which Disciplines are Integrated?

Agency and corporate practitioners who said that their public

relations was at least sometimes integrated (question #6) were then

asked which disciplines were integrated with it. Educators were not

asked this question.

The discipline most often integrated with public relations for

both groups was advertising. Second most often was sales promotion.

Third, for agencies, was direct response. Third, for corporations,

was "other." Some of the "other" responses included graphic arts,

marketing, employee communications, personnel and human resources.

(Those answering personnel and human resources may not have fully

understood the concept.)

What is Integrated?

Ad Direct Sales P. "Other"

Agency (n=58)
Corporate (n=50)

91. 3%
71. 4

69.8
23.8

72.4
50.0

32.7
40.4

Note that the above percentages equal more than 100.0% because

respondents could select more than one choice.

Question #8 - Should PR be Integrated?

Next, those practitioners who answered that they did not

integrate their public relations (question #6) were asked if they

thought they should do so. There were no significant differences ln
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only one agency practitioner was routed to this question, because the

~~") the answers between the groups, or between survey versions.
L»· ~

L::·o<
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(However,

rest indicated that they already integrated their public relations.)

Practitioners were equally divided on this issue. The percentage

of those saying their public relations should definitely or probably

be integrated was the same as those who said it shouldn't be.

Should they Integrate?

All groups (n=39)

Yes

15.4%

Probably

30.8

No

46.2

Not Sure

7.7

Question '9 - Why Integrate?

Next, practitioners who said they did not integrate (question #6)

but who thought they should (question '8) were asked why they thought

so. There were several closed-ended responses for practitioners to

choose from, plus one open-ended choice where they could write in

their own responses. Practitioners were told to select as many items

from the list as they wished.

Because the survey was designed such that only those who said

they didn't integrate -- but should -- were routed to this question.

the number responding (n=18) was low. There were no significant

differences between the groups, or between the survey versions.

Why Integrate?

Reason
It's better "all-around" communications
Organization can speak in one voice
It's more cost effective
It's more credible
It's the way of the future
The marketplace demands it
It's more profitable
Other reasons
Because others are doing it

All groups (n=18)
83.3% (n=15)
77.7% (n=14)
50.0 (n=9)
33.3 (n=6)
27.7 (n=5)
16.6 (n=3)
11.1 (n=2)

5.5 (n=l)
0.0 (n=O)
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many conclusions from this information.
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Lresponding to this question was low, therefore it is difficult to draw
L'~

l
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L
I'I Question #10 - Why Not Integrate?
J

f The corollary to question #9 was to ask those who said they

didn't integrate (question #6), and who said they should not do so

(question #8), why they didn't think so. There were no significant

differences between the answers of each group or between survey

versions, and again, the number responding was low (n=18).

Why Not Integrate?

Reason
It would lessen effectiveness of PR
Goals of PR, other disciplines, different
Would create turf battles
PR OK as is, no need to change it
"Other" reasons
Too hard to administer
Not compatible wi organizational culture
Don't have skills to do it
PR not compatible with other disciplines
Concept not understood
Takes too much time, money
Too hard to evaluate

All groups (n-18)
50.0% (n=9)
33.3 (n=6)
27.7 (n=5)
27.7 (n=5)
22.2 (n=4)
16.6 (n=3)
16.6 (n=3)
11.1 (n=2)

5.5 (n=l)
0.0 (n=O)
0.0 (n=O)
0.0 (n=O)

As with the previous question, it is difficult to draw many

conclusions from this information because of the low numbers

responding. However, it is interesting that some of the reasons given

for not integrating for example, territorial ism, the belief that

public relations is OK as is, and the different goals of different

communications disciplines -- echo reasons mentioned by other

researchers and communications professionals as reasons for not

integrating. However, no practitioners indicated time or money was a

reason for not integrating, and this was found to be one of the
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Harris/Ball state study.47

Questions 11-27, statements about PR

Next, practitioners were given several statements about public

r relations, advertising, and integration, and were asked to indicate on
1

a 5-point Likert-type scale, if they agreed, disagreed, or had no

opinion. A rating of "5" was considered "strongly agree," while a

rating of "1" was "strongly disagree." Some of the statements were

similar to those asked in the Northwestern survey, as noted in the

following analysis. As with the reporting of the previous results, if

there were no significant differences between the answers each group

gave, the information presented here is collective for all groups.

statement #11: "Integrated marketing communications is generally

beneficial for an organization." There were some significant

differences between the responses of each group. Most significant is

that no agency practitioners disagreed; in fact, 98.3 percent of those

at agencies agreed. While the majority of corporate practitioners and

educators also agreed, their support was not as strong. It is clear

that while all practitioners agreed that integrated marketing

communications was beneficial, agencies were the most supportive.

SA A. N D SD

Agency (n=59) 66.1% 32.2 1.7 0.0 0 .0
Corporate (n=52) 46. 2 40.4 5.8 7 .7 0.0
Educator (n=48) 39.6 39.6 12.5 6.3 2.1

Of additional significance is the difference between the

answers of corporate practitioners who had different survey versions.

96.8 percent of those who had the survey with the definition agreed
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t with the statement, while only 71.4 percent of those who didntt have
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This is somewhat contrary to what thethe definition agreed.!?

!:~
j;

r researcher would have believed.
I;' It would have been thought that the
"

I word "marketing" and the marketing-oriented defini tion would cause

more public relations practitioners to disagree with the statement,

but it didntt.

SA A N D SD

Corporate (def) 38.7% 58.1 3.2 0.0 0.0
Corporate (no def) 57.1 14.3 9.5 19.0 0.0

statement #12: "Integrated marketing communications is generally

cost effective." Again, there was a significant difference between

the three groups regarding this statement, however, no significant

difference between the responses to the different survey versions. Of

the agency practitioners, 87.5 percent either agreed or strongly

agreed with the statement. Corporate practitioners and educators also

generally agreed, although the percentage was lower. The strongest

support for the statement came from those at agencies, the weakest

support was from educators.

SA A N D SD

Agency (n=56) 51. 8% 35.7 3.6 5.4 3.6
Corporate (n=51) 23.5 52.9 13.7 9.8 0.0
Educator (n=43) 34.9 37.2 20.9 2.3 4.7

Two questions on the Northwestern survey were similar to this

One. One asked if an integrated program "would increase the cost" of

a marketing communications program, the other asked if an integrated

program "would reduce the cost" of a marketing communications program.
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"While most respondents did not agree that costs would decrease,
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While admittedly the questions on that survey and thisI concl udes. 48
i~

k,

I
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Ii
~ they generally did not believe they would increase either," that study
i'~

It is interesting to note thatintegrated marketing communications.

~ one were different, they both dealt with the cost effectiveness of
f:
L

t'
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L
i
r
I while the Northwestern researchers found practitioners to be somewhat1"
I,
I

neutral on this issue, the majority of respondents to this survey were

in agreement that integration would be cost effective.

statement #13: "Integrated marketing communications is a threat

to public relations." For this statement, there was a significant

difference between the three groups, and for corporate practitioners,

a significant difference in the answers on the two survey versions.

Of significance is that 86.6 percent of the agency practitioners

either disagreed or strongly disagreed that integrated marketing

communications was a threat to public relations. While most corporate

practitioners and educators also disagreed, they did not do so as

much. In fact, nearly one-forth of the educators indicated that

integration was a threat to their profession.

SA A N D SD

Agency (n= 60 ) 1. 7% 8.3% 3.3% 38.3% 48.3
Corporate (n=57) 0.0 7.0 17.5 45.6 29.8
Educator (n=49) 8.2 16.3 14.3 38.8 22.4

As for the corporate practitioners. 86.9 percent of those without

the marketing definition disagreed or strongly disagreed, while only

67.7 percent of those with the definition did so. It appears that

corporate practitioners believed the concept was slightly more

threatening when it was referred to as integrated "marketing"

communications.
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v Corporate (def)
~ Corporate (no def)
I'
1

SA A N SO 0

0 .0% 5 9 26 5 32 4 35 3. .
0 .0 8 .7 4 3 65 2 21 7.

statement #14: "It is important for an organization to present

There was nowhen communicating with publ ics. "'one voice'
r~l' -

significant difference between the answers of each group, or between

the survey versions. 93.5 percent of all practitioners either agreed

or strongly agreed with the statement. Few had no opinion or

disagreed.

SA A N D SD

All groups (n=171) 63.7% 29.8 2.9 2.3 1.2

statement 115: "Public relations is a subset of the marketing

function." There was a significant difference in the responses

between the groups on this issue, but none between the answers to the

different survey versions. 61.0 percent of the agency practitioners

either agreed or strongly agreed that public relations was a part of

marketing, while 86.8 percent of the educators disagreed or strongly

disagreed. Corporate practitioners also disagreed, but not as much as

the educators. Clearly, there is a major difference of opinion

between the agency practitioners and educators on this point.

Agency (n=59)
Corporate (n=59)
Educator (n=53)

statement 116:

SA A N D SO

35.6% 25.4 1.7 18.6 18.6
0.0 23.7 8.5 33.9 33.9
1.9 5.7 5.7 22.6 64.2

"Public relations has a significant role to play

in integrated marketing communications programs," There was no

significant difference between the groups, or between the survey
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statement #17: "Public relations is an equal partner with other

96.5 percent of all practitioners agreed or strongly agreedversions.

SA A N D SD

All groups (n=171) 62. 6% 33. 9 2. 9 O. 6 0 .0
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( communications disciplines in integrated marketing communications

programs." After asking whether practitioners thought public

relations had a role to play in integration, they were asked how equal

they thought that role was. There was a significant difference

between the groups, but not between the different versions. 80.3

percent of the agency practitioners agreed with the statement.

However, corporate practitioners were even more optimistic that their

profession was equal with the others. Educators also agreed, but not

as much. The most support for this statement was from corporate

practitioners, followed by agency practitioners.

Agency (n=61)
Corporate (n=59)
Educators (n=44)

statement #18:

SA A N D SD

50.8% 29.5 4.9 8.2 6.6
27.1 55.9 10.2 5.1 1.7
27.3 36.4 9.1 18.2 9.1

"Public relations should operate from a marketing

plan." As was the case when asked about public relations being a

subset of the marketing function, there was a significant difference

in opinion between the groups when asked if public relations should

operate from a marketing plan. There was no significant difference

between the survey versions.

The big difference was between agency practitioners and

educators. 86.2 percent of the those at agencies agreed with the

statement, while 60.4 percent of the educators disagreed. Corporate
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p~actitioners were divided, with about half saying they agreed and

and from the earlier responses about marketing, that there is a

fundamental difference between how agency practitioners and educators

see public relations fitting into the organizational structure.

SA A N D SD

56.9% 29.3% 1 .7 6. 9 5.2
13.8 34.5 10.3 34.5 6.9
10.4 14.6 14.6 20 .8 39.6

It is apparent from the response to this statement,half disagreeing.

Agency (n=58)
Corporate (n=58)
Educator (n=48)

I '
I

I
I

Statement '19: "Integrated marketing communications is driven by

client needs." On this issue, there was a significant difference in

the opinions between the groups, but not between different survey

versions. As might be expected with this statement, the strongest

support came from those at agencies; 91.7 percent agreed that

integration is driven by client needs. Corporate practitioners and

educato~s also ag~eed, though not quite as strongly. And, while only

6.6 percent of the agency practitioners disagreed, 25.0 percent of the

educato~s did. It appears agency practitioners think integration is

driven by client needs more than the clients themselves think so, and

considerably more than educators.

SA A N D 3D

Agency (n= 60 ) 50.0% 41. 7 1.7 3.3 3.3
Corporate (n=56) 14.3 60.7 14.3 8.9 1.8
Educator (n=44) 13.6 47.7 13.6 18.2 6.8

Statement '20: "Integrated marketing communications is driven by

agency needs." The flip-side of the previous statement was to ask if

practitioners thought integration was driven by agency needs. Here,

there was both a significant difference in the answers between groups,

and between su~vey versions. More than three-fourths of the agency
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not driven by the needs of the agency.

practitioners disagreed, as did nearly as many of the corporate

practitioners. However, less than half of the educators disagreed.

More than one-third of the educators agreed, and nearly a quarter had

SA A N D SD

5.1% 11 9 5 1 27 , 50 .8• .L

2 .1 8. 3 18 .8 33.3 37 .5
7.1 28 . 6 23 8 26 . 2 14.3

It seems educators were not so sure that integration was

Agency (n=59)
Corporate (n=48)
Educator (n=42)

no opinion.

Also important is that 90.3 percent of the agency practitioners

who had surveys without the definition disagreed, while only 64.3

percent of those with the definition did so. In fact, more than a

quarter of those with the definition agreed that integration is driven

by agency needs. It appears referring to the concept as integrated "

"marketing" communications leads more agency professionals to agree

that it is driven by agency.

Agency (def)
Agency (no def)

SA A N D SD

10.7% 14.3 10.7 14.3 50.0
0.0 9.7 0.0 38.7 51. 6

statement '21: "Integrated marketing communications is the way

of the future." There was a significant difference between the

groups, but not between survey versions. More than three-fourths of

the agency practitioners agreed that integration is the way of the

future, as did more than half of the corporate practitioners.

However, slightly less than half the educators agreed. Almost one

third of the educators and more than one-fourth of the corporate

practitioners said they just didn't know. or they had no opinion on
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the issue. The strongest support for this statement came from

agencies, the weakest, from educators.

SA A N 0 SO

Agency (n=55) 43.6% 34.5 14.5 7.3 0.0
Corporate (n=49) 8.2 46.9 28.6 16.3 0.0
Educator (n=43) 18.6 30.2 32.6 9.3 9.3

statement #22: "Public relations practitioners are paid well for

the work that they do." In an attempt to explore what might be

another difference of opinion between public relations and

advertising, practitioners were given a statement about the monetary

net worth of their profession. There was not a significant difference

between the groups, or between the survey versions. In what so far

was the closest agreement between all three groups, about half of the

practitioners said they agreed, about one-third said they disagreed,

and the rest had no opinion.

SA A N o SD

All groups (n=170) 1. 8% 47.6 18.8 28.2 3.5

statement #23: "Advertising practitioners are paid well for the

work that they do." The corollary to the previous statement about the

pay of public relations practitioners was this one about the pay of

advertising practitioners. Again, however, there was no significant

difference between the responses of each group, or between survey

versions, although practitioners did indicate (when compared to the

previous statement) they felt advertising professionals were better

paid. 73.8 percent of the respondents agreed advertising

practitioners were well paid. compared to about half who said public

relations practitioners were.
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marketing communications, but no difference in the answers between

between the groups when asked about the motives of integrated

SA A N D SD

13 9% 60 .0 20 0 6 .1 0 0

statement #24: "Integrated marketing communications is driven by

profit motives." There was a significant difference of opinion

All groups (n=165)

survey versions. Educators were most likely to agree that profit

motives were involved, agencies were least. Slightly more than half

of the corporate practitioners also agreed that integration was driven

by profit motives, but about one-quarter had no opinion, and the

remaining forth disagreed. Several respondents noted on their survey,

however, that the statement seemed ambiguous. "Profit motive of

what?" several asked. Profits of the agency? of the corporation? Or

what? The responses to this statement may not be entirely conclusive

because of this misunderstanding.

Agency (n=55)
Corporation (n=53)
Educator (n=47)

SA A N D SD

18.2% 29.1 14.5 29.1 9.1
1.9 50.9 24.5 17.0 5.7

19.1 48.9 21. 3 10.6 0.0

Statement #25: "Your colleagues are generally aware of the

concept of integrated marketing communications." There was no

significant difference between the groups, or between the survey

versions, on this point. Exactly half of the practitioners agreed

their colleagues were aware of the concept. one-third disagreed. The

rest had no opinion. There were few answers at the extreme end of

either side of the scale.

SA A N D SD

All groups (n=156) 6.4% 43.6 17.3 28.2 4.5
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statement #26: "Your colleagues have the skills needed to deal

with integrated marketing communications programs." There was also no

significant differences between the groups -- or between survey

versions -- when practitioners were asked about their colleagues'

awareness of the concept. Slightly less than half agreed with this

statement, while 35.0 percent disagreed. 19.6 percent were not sure.

It appears practitioners felt less confident about the ability of

their peers to integrate than about the awareness those peers have of

the concept.

All groups (n=163)

SA

4.3%

A

41.1

N

19.6

D

29.4

SD

5.5

statement '27: "You personally support the concept of integrated

marketing communications." Finally, the last statement yielded some

significant differences between the groups, but not between the

different survey versions. As was the case throughout the analysis of

questions 11-26, agency practitioners were more supportive of the

concept of integrated marketing communications than were the other

groups. 91.8 percent of those at agencies agreed with the statement,

compared to 75.0 percent of the corporate practitioners and just over

half of the educators. Nearly one-fourth of the educators disagreed

with the statement.

SA A N D SD

Agency (n=61) 52.5% 39.3 4.9 0.0 3.3
Corporate (n=58) 13.8 62.1 12.1 6.9 5.2
Educators (n=51) 21. 6 33.3 21. 6 7.8 15.7



The results of Part II of the survey are summarized as follows:

Differences between Survey Versions

There were two different versions of the survey. One contained

the Four A's definition of integrated marketing communications, the

p
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other referred to the concept only as integrated communications, and

did not use a definition. This was done to test for possible bias in

the terminology.

In most instances, there were no significant differences in the

answers between each version of the survey; the definition appeared to

have little effect on the results. This researcher feels confident

that the terminology, at least in this study, was not much of an

issue.

Differences Between Groups

Unlike the results of Part I of the survey, where there were few

significant differences of opinion between agency practitioners,

corporate practitioners and educators. there were more differences

between the groups when it came to questions specifically about

integrated marketing communications. The differences are noted in the

following analysis.

Familiarity with the Concept

There were significant differences between the groups when asked

how familiar they were with integrated marketing communications.

Though the majority of all practitioners said they were familiar with

the concept, agency practitioners and educators were more familiar

with it than were corporate practitioners.
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Is Public Relations Integrated?

There were differences between th.e a·n·.swers ea.ch group gave when

~ practitioners were asked if they integrated. Almost all agency

I; practitioners said they help clients integrate. However, only 68.0

percent of the corporate practitioners said their public relations was

integrated. Half of the educators said their public relations was

taught as part of an integrated program, or soon would be.

Where is the PR Curriculum Based?

64.4 percent of the educators said their public relations

curriculum was housed in the school of journalism and/or mass

communications. The others said it was based in the college of

business, liberal arts, or other colleges.

Which Disciplines are Integrated?

The discipline most often integrated with public relations was

advertising, then sales promotion. The third most often integrated

discipline for agencies was direct marketing; third for corporate

practitioners was "other" disciplines.

Should PR be Integrated?

Practitioners who said their public relations was not currently

integrated were asked if they thought it should be. There were no

differences between the answers of each group; practitioners were

equally divided on the issue. About half said it should be

integrated, about half said it shouldn't.

Why should PR be Integrated?

Because of they way respondents were routed through the survey,

only about 10.0 percent of all practitioners were asked why they
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thought their public relations should be integrated. There were no

significant differences between the answers each group gave. Because

the number responding was low, it was difficult to draw specific

conclusions from the data.

Why Should PR NOT be Integrated?

Again, only 10.0 percent of the overall total responded to this

part of the survey, so it was difficult to draw definitive conclusions

about the reasons why practitioners thought they should not integrate.

There were no significant differences between the answers of each

group.

Statements about Integrated Marketing Communications

Overall, most practitioners were supportive of statements about

integrated marketing communications, though the degree of support

varied by group. Agency practitioners were most enthusiastic about

the concept, educators were least.

Agency practitioners were most likely to agree that integrated

marketing communications was beneficial, was cost effective, and was

the "way of the future." 91.8 percent also said they personally

supported the concept, while only 75.0 percent of the corporate

practitioners and just 54.9 percent of the educators did. 86.6

percent of the agency practitioners disagreed that integration was a

threat to public relations. Corporate practitioners and educators

also disagreed, but not quite as strongly. Most agency practitioners

also said the concept was driven by client needs, but fewer corporate

practitioners and educators thought so. The agency practitioners also
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disagreed that the concept was driven by agencies, but more than one

third of the educators indicated they thought it was.

Most practitioners agreed it was important for an organization to

present "one voice" when communicating with publics, and thought

public relations had a significant role to play in the integration

process. However, agency and corporate practitioners were more likely

to think public relations played an equal role with the other

disciplines in an integrated program. One-fourth of the educators

said public relations' role would not be equal.

About half the practitioners said public relations professionals

were well paid for their work, but three-fourths indicated advertising

professionals were well paid. Half said their colleagues were aware

of the integration concept, but fewer said those colleagues had the

skills needed to deal with integrated programs.

The big difference between groups, however, was on the roles of

marketing and public relations. More than half of the agency

practitioners said public relations was a subset of marketing, but

86.0 percent of the educators and 66.0 percent of the corporate

practitioners said it wasn't. Similarly, 86.0 percent of those at

agencies said public relations should operate from a marketing plan,

while 60.0 percent of the educators said it shouldn't.

It appears that while most all practitioners recognized some of

the benefits of integrating public relations with other communications

disciplines, and indicated that the concept does have some merit,

agency professionals were by far the most supportive of it. The major

disagreement seems to be the role that public relations plays in

marketing -- agency practitioners see public relations as a part of

the marketing mix, educators strongly feel that it isn't.
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The third part of the survey asked demographic questions
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r education, size of firm, and so on. What follows are the results to
I

these questions.

Question '28 - Title

First, practitioners were asked to write-in their title. Answers

were then grouped together and categorized. Almost half of the agency

practitioners were presidents. Most corporate practitioners were

either vice presidents, directors, or managers. Most educators were

either professors or associate or assistant professors.

What are They?

Agency (n=61)
President (47.5%)
Chair (14.8)
Vice president (13.1)
Account exec. (8.2)
CEO (4.9)
Counselor (4.9)
Principal (4.9)
Director (1.6)

Corporate (n=59)
Director (33.9)
Manager (30.5)
Vice President (23.7)
Other (8.5)
President (1.7)
Counselor (1.7)

Educator (n=53)
Assoc/Asst prof (41.5)
Professor (30.2)
Other (13.2)
Chair (9.4)
Director (3.8)
Vice pres. (1.9)

Question '29 - Years in the Profession

The next question asked how long the practitioner had been in the

profession. Educators had the most experience, corporate

practitioners had the least.

Years in Profession

15 or more years
5-14 years
Less than 5 years

Agency (n=61)
75.4%
24.6
0.0

Corporate (n=61)
55.7
37.7
6.6

Educator (n=53)
81.1
18.9
0.0
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Question '30-Worked in a Different Sector?

The next question asked "Have you ever worked in a different

sector of the public relations profession different from the one you

~ currently work in?" This was to determine if agency practitioners had

~. ever worked on the client side, if corporate practitioners had ever

worked for an agency, or if the educators had ever been employed at

either.

Corporate practitioners were least likely to have worked on

another side, educators were most likely to have done so.

Ever Worked on Another Side?

Agency (n=59)
No
Yes, client side
Yes, agency side
Yes, teaching
Other
Combination of above

33.9\
42.4
0.0
3.4
6.8

13.6

Corporate (n=61)
52.5
0.0

23.0
1.6

16.4
6.6

Educator (0=53)
13.2
22.6
17.0

0.0
22.6
24.5

Question '31 - Education

Practitioners were asked to indicate their highest level of

formal education. The majority of agency and corporate practitioners

had BS or BA degrees, while almost half the educators had their Ph.D.

Educational Level

High school
Some college
BS/BA
MS/MA
MBA
Ph.D
Other

Agency (n=61)
1. 6\
6.6

63.9
23.0
1.6
1.6
1.6

Corporate (n=61)
0.0
4.9

60.7
26.2
4.9
0.0
3.3

Educator (n=53)
0.0
0.0
1.9

41. 5
3.8

45.3
7.5
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their major was in communications.

14.3
42.9
11. 9

7.1
0.0
0.0
2.4
0.0

21. 4

Educator (n=42)
19.8
17.6
3.9
0.0
2.0

17.6
13.7

7.8
17.6

Corporate (n=51)
33.9%
8.9
5.4
0.0
0.0

14.3
10.7

7.1
19.6

Agency (n=56)

Question'32 - Major Field

Practitioners were then asked to write-in their major field of

study for the highest education they had obtained. The answers were

grouped together and categorized. Journalism was the most common

major for agency and corporate practitioners. Most educators said

Major

Journalism
Communications
Journalism + other
Communications + other
Advertising
English
Marketing
political science
other

Question '33 - Employees (or Students)

Agency and corporate practitioners were asked the number of

employees (at all locations) who worked for their firm. Educators

were asked how many students (both full-and part-time) attended their

institution. 88.5 percent of the agencies employed less than 100

people. 80.3 percent of the corporations had 1,000 or more employees;

67.0 percent of the schools had 10,000 or more students.

Employees or Students

10,000 or more
1,000 - 9,999
100 - 999
10 - 99
Less than 10

Agency (n= 61)
0.0%
0.0

11.5
50.8
37.7

Corporate (n=61)
45.9
34.4
11.5

4.9
3.3

Educator (n=53)
67.9
22.6
7.5
1.9
0.0
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Question '34 - Total Annual Revenue

Agency and corporate practitioners were asked to provide the

total annual revenue (or billings) for their firm. Educators were not

asked this question. Most agencies had billings of under $10 million.

Most corporations had revenues of over $100 million.

Over $1 billion
$100 - $999 million
$10 - $99 million
$1 - $9 million
Less than $1 million

Revenue

Agency (n=57)
1. 8%
1.8

26.3
36.8
33.3

Corporation (n=57)
57.9%
26.3
8.8
3.5
3.5

Question '35 - Subsidiary Relationship

Agency practitioners were asked if their agency was a subsidiary

of, or affiliated with, an advertising agency. Most were not.

Subsidiary?

Agency (n=57)
Yes 21.1%
No 78.9

Question '36 - Use an Agency?

Corporate practitioners were asked if they used a public

relations agency. 70.0% said they did, at least sometimes.

Use an Agency?

Corporate (n=60)
Yes, always 15.0%
Most of the time 15.0
Only sometimes 40.0
Rarely 23.3
Never 6.7



Responses to some of the questions were then cross tabulated to

determine if answers varied by the education of the practitioner, the

number of years they had been in the profession. the size of the firm

(or the number of students) and so on. Responses about integration

were also cross tabulated with opinions about and the practice of
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public relations. The Chi-Square test of significance (p <.05) was

used to determine if a significant relationship existed between the

variables.

Years in Profession by Integration

Did the number of years practitioners had worked in the public

relations profession have any correlation on whether or not their

communications was integrated? No. For each group, there was no

relationship between the years of experience and the incidence of

integration. However, it is important to remember the survey went

primarily to seasoned veterans of the profession -- 98.0 percent had

five or more years of experience, and 70.0 percent had been in the

profession 15 or more years. An interesting follow-up study would be

to determine if those with less experience feel differently.

Is PR Integrated? (all groups)

Years of experience
15 or more (n=119)
5-14 (n=46)
Less than 5 (n=4)

Yes
57.1%
54.3
50.0

Sometimes*
17.6
17.4
25.0

No
21.0
28.3
25.0

Not Sure
4.2
0.0
0.0

* Educators were asked if their public relations was taught as part of
an integrated program. For this group, the response was '*not yet, but
it soon will be," rather than "sometimes."
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There was a significant relationship between the incidence of

integration and the background of former agency practitioners. Oddly

enough, those who formerly worked on the agency side of the business

(but who worked in a different sector of the profession now) were most

likely to say their public relations was n.Qt currently integrated.

Less than half -- only 47.8 percent -- of the former agency executives

said they now integrate, compared to 80.0 percent of those who had

never worked on another side of the business, and 86.5 percent of

those who used to work on the client side. More surprising is that

all of the former educators said their communication is now

integrated; however because of the low number responding (n=3), this

result is of questionable value.

It must be noted that practitioners were not asked about the

length of time they worked on another side of the business, how long

ago, or why they switched. There is still a lot to be learned about

how career background correlates with the practice of integration;

more research is encouraged on this issue. At this point, the

researcher can offer no explanation as to why former agency

practitioners would be least likely to integrate now.

Is PR Integrated? (all groups)

Different Sector?
No (n=55)
Yes, Client (n=37)
Yes, Agency (n=23)
Yes, Teaching (n=3)
Yes, Other (n=24)
Yes, Combo (n=25)

Yes
68.1%
75.7
30.4
33.3
45.8
48.0

Sometimes
18.2
10.8
17.4
66.7
25.0
16.0

No
20.0
10.8
52.2
0.0

20.8
28.0

Not Sure
0.0
2.7
0.0
0.0
8.3
8.0
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Education by Integration

There was also a significant relationship between the educational

level of practitioners and the incidence of integration. Generally,

the more education the practitioners had, the less likely they were to

with just a high school diploma or some college said their public

relations was at least sometimes integrated, but just 81.3 percent of

those with a BA degree, 80.0 percent of those with an MBA, 68.0

percent of those with an MA, and 58.4 percent with a Ph.D. responded

likewise. Bear in mind, however, that educators -- the ones least

supportive of the concept -- were also the ones with most of the

advanced degrees. This may have skewed the results; thus the

researcher is still not entirely convinced that the more education one

has, the less they integrate. Such a link would be interesting

indeed, but more research is needed to offer conclusive evidence of

this relationship.

Is PR Integrated? (all groups)

4

Level
High School (n=l)
Some College (n=7)
BAIBS (n=75)
MAIMS (n=50)
MBA (n=5)
Ph.D. (n=24)
Other (n=7)

Yes
0.0%

71. 4
61. 3
58.0
40.0
54.2
0.0

Sometimes
100.0

28.6
20.0
10.0
40.0

4.2
57.1

No
0.0
0.0

18.7
26.0
20.0
37.5
28.6

Not Sure
0.0
0.0
0.0
6.0
0.0
4.2

14.3

No significant relationship was found between the major field of

study the practitioners had and the incidence of integration.



0.0
12.9
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Not SureNo
11. 8
29.0
30.0
50.0

100.0
5.9

29.6
28.6
12.5

20.6
16.1
10.0
0.0
0.0

29.4
18.5
21. 4
25.0

SometimesYes
67.6%
41. 9
60.0
50.0
0.0

64.7
51.9
50.0
62.5

Maior

Is PR Integrated? (all groups)

Journalism (n=34)
Communications (n=31)
Journalism/Other (n=10)
communications/Other (n=2)
Advertising (n=l)
English (n=17)
other (n=27)
Marketing (n=14)
Political Science (n=8)
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Total Employees (Students) by Integration

There was a significant relationship between the size of the firm

(or, for educators, the number of students) and the incidence of

...------------------

integration. In general, the larger the institution, the less likely

was integration, and vice versa. This makes sense; in fact, one of

the hypothesis of this research was that smaller public relations

agencies would be more likely to integrate than larger ones. This is

because smaller organizations would tend to be less departmentalized

and segmented, creating a more positive environment for integration.

Only slightly more than half of those at institutions with more than

1,000 employees (or students) said their public relations was

integrated, while over 90.0 percent of those working for institutions

with less than 1,000 said it was.

Is PR Integrated? (all groups)

Employees
10,000 or more (n=62)
1,000-9,999 (n=31)
100-999 (n=17)
10-99 (n=35)
Less than 10 (n=24)

Yes
40.3%
32.3
58.8
88.6
79.2

Sometimes
16.1
22.6
35.3
8.6

16.7

No
40.3
38.7
0,0
2.9
4.2

Not Sure
3.2
6.5
5,9
0.0
0.0
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Revenue by Integration

Similarly, there was also a signific·.a.nt re·latJ.'o...nship... between the

annual billings of agencies (or annual revenue of corporations) and

or organization, the greater the chances of integration; larger

institutions were less likely to integrate.

Is PR Integrated? (agencies and corporations)

Revenue/Billings
$1 billion or more (n=34)
$100-999 million (n=16)
$10-99 million (n=20)
$1-9 million (n=22)
$1 million or less{n=21)

Yes
38.2\
31.3
80.0
86.4
71.4

Sometimes
29.4
31.3
15.0

9.1
23.8

No
32.4
31.3
5.0
4.5
4.8

Not Sure
0.0
6.3
0.0
0.0
0.0

Subsidiary by Integration

Surprisingly, there was no significant relationship between

agencies being subsidiaries or affiliates of advertising agencies, and

the incidence of integration. It was originally thought that public

relations agencies that were affiliated with advertising agencies

would be more apt to integrate than those that were not.

Is PR Integrated? (agency only)

Subsidiary
Yes (n=ll)
No (n=44)

Yes
100.0\

84.1

Sometimes
0.0

13.6

No
0.0
2.3

Not Sure
0.0
0.0

Use an Agency by Integration

There was also no significant relationship between organizations

Using a public relations agency, and the incidence of integration.

Because agency practitioners were the group most likely to integrate,

it was thought perhaps corporations that used agencies would say their

public relations was integrated more often than those that did not.
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relations, corporate public relations, both, or neither.

with the concept regardless of whether they practiced marketing public

0.0
0.0
4.1
0.0
0.0

Not SureNo
22.2
22.2
29.1
42.8
25.0

22.2
55.5
29.1
28.5
50.0

SometimesYes
55.5
22.2
37.5
28.5
25.0

Use of Agency

Is PR Integrated? (corporate only)

Always (n-9)
Most the time (n=9)
Sometimes (n=24)
Rarely (n=14)
Never (n=4)

How Practiced by Familiarity

Responses about how public relations was practiced were cross-

tabulated with responses about familiarity with the concept of

integration. It was thought that those who practiced marketing public

relations would be more familiar with integration than those who

didn't. This was not true. Practitioners were generally familiar

Are they Familiar? (all groups)

How Practiced
"Marketing" PR
"Corporate" PR
Both
Neither

Very
55.2%
25.9
47.5
22.2

Somewhat
31.0
59.3
33.8
66.7

Vaguely
6.9
11.1
10.0
11.1

Not at all
6.9
3.7
8.8
0.0

How Practiced by Integration

Finally, responses about how public relations was practiced

(marketing public relations, corporate public relations, both or

neither) were cross-tabulated with the incidence of integration. It

was thought that perhaps those who tended to practice marketing public

relations (product publicity, sponsorships, trade show support, etc.)

would be more likely to say their public relations was integrated than

those who practiced primarily corporate public relations (media

relations, community relations, public affairs, etc.) This proved
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true -- 93.1 percent of those who said their job consisted of

marketing public relations duties at least sometimes integrated their

public relations; conversely, 67.9 percent of those whose jobs

consists of corporate public relations duties do. In other words, the

type of public relations practiced has a lot to do with whether or not

that public relations is integrated with other disciplines.

0.0
1.9
3.9

11.1

Not SureNo
6.9

30.2
26.0
11.1

6.9
17.0
20.8
22.2

SometimesYes
86.2%
50.9
49.2
55.6

Is PR Integrated? (all groups)

How Practiced
"Marketing" PR (n=29)
"Corporate" PR (n=53)
Combination (n=77)
Neither (n=9)
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Test~ng of HYPotheses

can be accepted or rejected.

Public relations agency practitioners were most familiar

At this point, the hypotheses that were t.··ested by thl'S. research

Hv~othes i s #1: Publ' I t'-~~------- -- ~lC re a~lQnS agency. practitioners will be

accepted.

IDgre familiar with. and practice integrated marketing communications

more often. than corporate public relations practitioners. Hypothesis

with integrated marketing cQmmunications. 90.2 percent said they were

at least somewhat familiar with the concept, compared to 86.5 percent

of the educators and 73.3 percent Qf the corpQrate practitioners.

Agency practitioners were also more likely than the other groups to

practice integrated marketing communications. 98.3 percent said they

at least sometimes helped their clients integrate, compared to 68.8

percent of the corporate practitioners who said their public relations

was integrated. Slightly over half -- 51.0 percent of the

educators said they taught public relations as part of an integrated

program.

Hy'pothesis #2: Corporate public relations practitioners will be

the group that is next most farniliarwiththe concept of integrated

marketing communications. However, the percentage that integrates

percent o·f· th.e e·x·ecu·t·.l'v·e·s w·h.o said thev didwill be less than the 67.0 ~ u __ --- ---------- --- ---- ---~ ---

in the Northwestern surveY.. Hypothesis not accepted. Corporate

practitioners were least familiar with integrated marketing

communications. Also, the percentage of those who said they practice

integration (68.8 percent) was slightly more than was found in the

Northwestern study of marketing and advertising executives.

Hypothesis #3: The group with the least familiarity with or

.enthusiasm for integrated marketing cOIDIDunications will be public
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.r.elations educators. This hypothesis was only partially accepted.

Educators were not the group with the least familiarity for the

concept. They ranked only slightly behind agency practitioners, but

ahead of corporate practitioners, in their familiarity of it. When it

came to enthusiasm for the concept, however, educators did rank last.

This is not to say educators were not supportive of integrated

marketing communications -- 79.9 percent agreed it was generally

beneficial, 72.1 percent agreed it was cost effective, and 54.9

percent said they personally supported it -- but these percentages

were less than those indicated by the other groups.

Hypothesis #4: Smaller public relations agencies will be more

likely than larger ones to integrate their clients· communications.

Hypothesis accepted. There was a significant relationship between the

size of an organization, and the incidence of integration. Smaller

organizations -- both client and agency -- were more likely to

integrate than were larger ones.

Hypothesis #5; Oyerall. most public relations practitioners will

say integrated marketing communications is beneficial for an

organization. Hypothesis accepted. Most practitioners did indicate

that integration was beneficial. although agency professionals felt

most strongly about it. Most practitioners also agreed that public

relations was an equal partner with other communications disciplines

in the integration process -~ although corporate practitioners agreed

most; educators least.

Hypothesis #6: Most practitioners wi 11 say "corporate
fl

publ ic

relations duties are most important. yet they will practice

"marketing" public relations functioos most often. This hypothesis

Was only partially accepted. Corporate public relatioos duties
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(things like media relations, government relations, employee

communications, etc.) were perceived as being most important.

Marketing public relations duties (things like sponsorships, media

events, trade shows, etc.) were seen as next most important.

Marketing duties (things like product development, marketing

assessments, pricing, etc.) were seen as least important to the

profession. Despite this, however, most practitioners said they most

often practiced a combination of h2ih marketing and corporate public

relations duties -- not purely marketing public relations, as was

thought would be the case.

Hypothesis #7: The terminology of the concept will have no

bearing on the results. Hypothesis accepted. In only a few instances

was there a significant relationship between the responses of the

survey version with the marketing wording, and the version without.

In most cases, the terminology of the concept was not an issue.
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COl'Tunents

The survey concluded by asking p•. ractitioneYs... .. if they had any

additional comments about public relations .or lntegrated marketing

communications that they wanted to share. M·.any d i d , F 11o. owing are

the comments that were received.

Comments from Agency Practitioners

I earned my strip~s at an advertising/pr firm in the '70s.
In the '80s, our lntegrated communications programs planned
and conducted on our clients' behalf were termed "marketing
communications," and my title was "marketing communications
counsel." Integrated communications is nothing new at all.

Done correctly, integrated communications offers clients the
most effective method of communications. Where integrated
agencies fail, however, is in the area of creating separate
profit centers for public relations, direct mail and
advertising. The integrated concept is most effective when
the profit center mentality is removed -- when each function
is absorbed into the common marketing mix.

If I was on the client side I would be concerned that over
the long haul, the ad/marketing people would dominate the
equation. The concept of corporate communications has
worked well in many organization, and this new "Integrated
Marketing" seems to be a ploy to put public relations
practitioners in a support role that inhibits the hard-won
role of counselor and policy maker.

Behavior and the human factor have to be weighed into the
scheme carefully if integrated communications is to succeed.

Few understand the concept, especially on the client side.
Too much emphasis on publicity, not enough emphasis on
strategic planning. Ethics problem growing worse. There's
an attitude of "get the publicity no matter what."

I think you need to better define "integrated
communications." You ought to sign your cover letter.

Companies need to realize that.pr/public~ty can be a more
effective and more cost-effectIve marketlng tool than
advertising; at the very least the two functions should be
integrated.

IC has numerous options. Do not confuse with the need for
single firm. This attenuates creativity and restricts
client options.



Too many practitioners are defensive about their craft.

This,is an ir:teres~ing survey. Good luck. I firmly believe
publlc.relatl0ns wll1 surpass advertising as the most
effect1ve and cost efficient means of communicating within
the next decade.

The world is changing rapidly. Media markets are segmented
and cluttered. To effectively reach the customer or end
consumer with your message will require a company speaks in
one strong voice and will require the experiences of
professionals from all disciplines.
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My agency practices integrated communications and I'm a
member of the 4A's committee on integrated communications.

Product publicity can and should be integrated with
marketing. The other 90% of pr should not.

If integrated communications is done from an ethics
position, it can be exciting. Unfortunately, most agencies
are not driven by client needs. but agency business needs.
How many agencies that do both advertising and pr can do
just one, and work with the other agency (doing the other
for the client) will be above board? Not many! Pr is the
most cost-effective form of the marketing puzzle. We just
need clients to really understand its benefits.

Hopefully, you will discover pr is many things to many
people. It doesn't lend itself to quantitative analysis
because it is perceived so subjectively. You also need to
understand that IMC may work for an entire company or
organization, or just one brand. It is just emerging and
thus is likely to yield conflicting data in a study of this
type. Because of absolutes in your analysis, everything is
relative.

It is the~ of the future.

Your second question was ambiguous. It could be understood
as "how do p r peop I e measure up in these are~s fI .Q.t:. how. ,
effective are they in these areas compared wlth ad~ertlslng,

i.e .• company marketing analysis. I answered questlons
according to the former interpretation.

It is better to fail thinking big than to succeed th~nking

small. More pr people ought to realize t~at .. Sometlmes we
find ourselves saddled with the fiddler mlnd lnstead of the
composer mind. That is not good at all.



Comments from Corporate Practitioners

This question ca~not be applied across the board. It
depends .on t~es.lze of the company, products or services.
Generally, wJ.th large companies these functions are better
separated.

Most ~usinesses would probably benefit by giving public
relat~ons departments a larger role in their customer
r~latJ.ons prog~am. Ho~ever. advertising is a speciality
fleld,and PU~llC relatlons can enhance, compliment and
coord.lnate wlth more traditional advertising and sales
programs but shouldn't be considered as a competitor with
irreconcilable interests and goals.

I believe you are trying to draw a fine line -- I believe pr
is the encompassing umbrella -- covers marketing,
advertising, is part of marketing, news relations -- which
may have ties to marketing. Publicity is a~ of pro

-Corporate behavior is a part of pro .

Public relations is losing influence to the functions of
legal and financial within organizations and could
ultimately be subsumed by these functions.

Most major institutions making up American society -- law,
finance, education, medicine, government, religion, sports
-- are under attack at some level. They all have had public
relations and advertising efforts, well-funded and well
presented to plead their respective cases. Why the [can't
read word] suspicion, distrust? Is it the message, the
messenger, or a reaction to the decline of the American
dominance of most everything we undertook. Pr and
advertising may better serve its mission if it promotes
[can't read word], commitment, concerns and pride. A little
(a lot) preachy, but I hope you get my point.

Is this really a new concept? A good and profitable
organization should function this way regardless of its
advertising or not.

It's too early to call whether IMC can work, and its
participants are capable and knowledgeable enough to pull
this concept (approach) off.

Having witnessed first hand the attempts,by major ,
advertising agencies to integrate advert~sl~g, pr, ~.lrect,
promotions, etc., I believe the concept J.S J.n pract.lce
unworkable due to the inevitable turf battles that ensue.

Must distinguish IMC at the corporate,l~v~l (little
importance) from the point of sale (dlvlslons,- great
potential). Failure to do so breeds ~rustratlon and
redundancy at corporate/divisional unlts.
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Comments from Educators

I percei ve marketing.. to emphasi ze asymm·.· t ' . ,
i ca t i . . me r i c , not symmetrJ.ccommunlca lons, a la Grunig and Hunt·. Thl'S l'S '

d d t b unfortunate,an . nee s 0 e corrected by heavy pr input.

IMC is a "slippery" concept. It appears to be nothing more
than, the old,notion of marketing as the major player and
publJ.: relatlons as the publicity (product) support
functIon. As some are adopting this funny-sounding new
label, others are dropping it because it is void of
real, new substance. any

We ought to kr:ow what i t"is we're supposed to be doing
before we begln another rabbit chase." Too often we find
ourselves discussing (or adopting) new terms to de~cribe
ourselves to others, when we still have no clear concept of
what it is we're supposed to be about.

Too many faculty are social scientists and completely lack
an applied knowledge of how the real world of pr and
advertising function. They are totally out of touch with
the needs of the professional world or the subjects students
need in order to succeed after graduation. To be successful
students must learn in schools the skills they will need on
the job, but few Ph.D faculty have the knowledge or
willingness to teach practical, applied skill-based
subjects.

For our public relations majors we recommend either a
marketing or management minor. We feel that in the pr
major, a student needs a firm foundation in journalistic
writing (print media) which is achieved in the English
department which administers the pr program, but also needs
oral skills as well as broadcast writing/production skills
which are found in our Communications and Theater Arts
department. Advertising and promotional skills are part of
the College of Business curricula; therefore, we do
encourage this kind of minor so that the skills can be
integrated as they are at agencies or in corporate community
relations departments. While public relations and marketing
work together in the real world of work, and business
related skills are important for the budgeting process,
particularly, nonetheless, marketing does not have the
intense concentration on writing or communicating orally
that journalism does. Their perspectives are quite
different. Beyond that, I think I need a more complete or
concrete definition of what you mean by "integrated
marketing communications" -- r am assuming that you mean
some kind of unified program. Or, perhaps I need to know
how you define public relations.

Public relations should report to the, CEO; advert~sing and
marketing etc. to the sales vice presIdent: PublIC
relations, if good, goes beyond any marketIng plan.
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I'm fasc~nated by your stud~be~ause I am designing a degree
progr~rn ~n corporate communlcat.lons right now. We plan to
have .l~ 1n our catalog for Fall, 1993 enrollment. The focus
is on ~nte?rated ~arketing communications perspective __
i.e., .lt w1lI ~e 1n the Business Administration school. I
would be very 1nterested in a copy of your study and would
like access to your thesis when it is microfilmed. Keep me
iJ.lforrned!. Go?d luck with your studies. My (admittedly
b1ased) v1ew IS that. most pr practitioners view "marketing"
as a dirty word and haven't kept up with the massive changes
in American business. They're still shotgunning news
releases and ignoring the need for long-term planning. Like
some teachers, they maintain that their efforts should be
assumed to be effective since they can't be measured -- and
that's blatantly untrue! Whll~ r wholeheartedly endorse
strong writing skills as the foundation for pr ~ducation,
that does not mean pr programs must be located in schools of
journalism. It does mean that writing skills are getting
more emphasis in schools of business today. The
comprehensive approach of IMC is the future for pr practice
if we truly want to be the management level, policy-makers
we must be to succeed in corporate America in the 2000s.

Questions are difficult to answer due to very wide variation
of "practitioners."

Public relations poorly placed in such a scheme. Often
comes under VP for marketing. Should be advisor to CEO.
Moving staff function to line function.

The impact of integrated communications depends largely on
who (what function) is in charge. Optimally, that's the way
it ought to be done. However in my experience and analysis,
marketing almost always is in contr?l and pUb~ic ~elations.

becomes over time demoted to marketlng commun1catlons. Th1S
is a logical (but avoidable) consequence because marketing
(especially if it controls advertising) has most of the
communications budget, does most of the research, and can
quickly show a bottom line impact.

Noted previously, you may end up with funny data becau~e you
didn't define terms. E.g., we all agree the next pres1dent
should eliminate wasteful spending. Your "wasteful

" f' ome."spending" may be my source a 1nc .

I think pr majors oughts to have courses ~n.advertising,

mass media law, research, ethics, news Wr1~lng, even
h. .' . t i (taught here 1n the speeco r can t z a t I ona l commun i c a Ion '. '. d

department) . I see nothing wrong W1 th 1ntegr~~e f th
communications unless it's an effort to get r1 0 e
public relations major.
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Your questionnaire should start with a
integrated communications. My concept
yours and others.

working definition of
may be different than
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I think integrated communications makes a lotf. t t b· d . a sense,however, l. rnus e .raven by a responsibi 1ity· ·,t· tI . f . t . mal ve , no
by a pure y pr-o i, . one: P';tbllc r e l ations is important as it
couns~17 the org~nlZa~lon ~n terms of long-term mutually
benefIclal r-elatlonshlps wIth significant groups, not as it
supports short-term goals.

p------------------------~
Ii:

l

I
~

I str~nglY believe that m~rketing is a subset of public
rel~tlons". Inmost organIzations, marketing deals almost
entlrely wlth the customer only. Public relations deals
with all significant publics, not just the customer.

Needs suppor-t as a disciplines from other liberal arts areas
-- too much competition on the university level when there
should be collaboration.

I disagree with the term marketing being included [in the
definition] because that implies asymmetric relationships
with publics. There is a national task force of
advertising, marketing and pr practitioners and educators
looking at this. There is not a lot of meeting of minds.
Many marketing and advertising people are still living with
a 1950s definition of pr as publicity and promotion. Most
CEOs, though, have realized the waste and the problems
created by conflict and competition in these areas. It
seems that the academics should be setting the pace not
adjusting to what is happening in the field. But, it's turf
protection there just like it is in the field.

Questions answered UN" because not enuf info given to enable
me to smartly answer questions.

The term is poor for pr -- call it Marcom or MPR -- don't
leave pr out of it.

Good approach but IHC is not a process.

Public relations does not do a good job in promoting itself.
Too many practitioners differ over the definition of the
field. I also think there has to be a stronger emphasis on
public service and ethical conduct.

After reading this questionnaire, I worry somewhat t~at
marketing/advertising specialist might only see pu~llc
relations as a way to contribute to sales/bottom Ilne. In

, . ' i or i t y to the manytheir ignorance they mlght not glve prIorI .~.
other duties that serve other public that do no~ dlrectly
contribute to profit.

You have integrated communications defined in t~e way
. . . I . d . r ke t ing profess I ona I s seeadvertlslng professlona s an rna

bl ' . 1 t" They· only see it as it rel.ates to productpu . 1 C rea Ions. b I . It'1· .. tion that would apply PU1C re alons
sales: Atnh,organIwzaould not be looking at all of its public
on y 1n 1S way
relations needs.
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I teach pr as ~n o~erall management function that integrates
with all ?rga~lzatIon~l f?nctions to help create and carry
out organ~zat~o~al ob~ect~ves. Thus my feelings about part
2, #17. Best wIshes In your efforts.

The role, function, and positioning of the public relations
activity within an organization depends to a great extent
upon the perceptions that senior managers have of its value
to the organization. At the operational level in those
organizations that are principally marketing oriented,
public relations is the third leg of the promotion mix-- the
one that is least funded in relation to sales promotion and
advertising. At the corporate management level in
organizations with such orientation, the value of the
activity may be elevated in the minds of senior managers, or
it may not. In corporations that are more diverse and not
limited to marketing tasks only, the public relations
activity, when it exists, usually plays a larger role as a
management support function. and more often is viewed by
senior managers as having greater value to the organization
than it does in firms that are more marketing oriented. In
each case, public relations is positioned hierarchically
where senior managers think that it should be located.
Answers by this respondent to questions in the survey cannot
always reflect this situation, because he does not know
specifically the nature of the organization the investigator
has in mind, or the predisposition of senior management
thereof regarding the public relations function, value or
placement in the hierarchy of the organization.



COrl.c1usiorl.S and Irnp1ications

Support for the Concept
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Prior to this research, it was thought most public relations

practitioners would be less familiar with, and less supportive of,

integrated marketing communications than their counterparts in the

advertising and marketing professions. This was because 1) Most of

the discussion about integrated marketing cornmunications was occurring

in the advertising and marketing trade press, not in publications for

the public relations profession; 2) Most of the research that had been

done on integrated marketing communications had been done from the

marketing and/or advertising point of view; that is, only marketing

and advertising practitioners were studied; and 3) Finally, it was

felt that some of the differences of opinion that have historically

divided the public relations and advertising professions -- and the

disdain that public relations practitioners have often had for

anything related to marketing -- would taint practitioners' opinions.

It was thus assumed public relations practitioners would not be

receptive to having their discipline associated with the other two.

However, this research showed that public relations practitioners

were generally familiar with and supportive of the concept of

integrated marketing communications. Most practitioners also felt

integrated marketing co~munications was beneficial, and that public

relations had a significant -- and equal -- role to play in the

process.

What does this mean? For one, both the advertising and public

Comes to integrated marketing communications.

part of the team, not just watching from the sidelines.

relations professions appear to be moving forward in unison when it

Public relations is a



of it -- at least seem to agree on the direction to take.

Further research should be done on some of the various other

communications disciplines that contribute to integrated marketing

on exactly how integration should work. hut .i t,- appears the marketing

communications industry -- the whole industry, a'nd not J'ust some parts
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To be Sure, there
as this researcher originally thought it might be.

is still some competition between the disciplines, and some

differences of opinion within the public r'e'l"atl'on,s- profession itself

communications programs. For example, it is known how practitioners

in advertising, marketing and public relations feel about integrated

marketing communications; the next step is to continue to process, and

find out about the opinions and attitudes of those in sales promotion,

direct response, and other related fields.

Support Within the Public Relations Profession

Although most public relations practitioners were familiar with

and supportive of the concept of integrated marketing communications,

there were still some differences within the profession itself.

Nearly all of the agency practitioners said they were familiar with

the concept and that they helped clients integrate their public

r e l t i i t h t.h d i ,.' Educa.t or s were the group next mosta lons WI • a .. er r s c i p r i ne s . -

familiar with the concept, although only half of them said their

public relations was taught as part of an integrated marketing

communications program and that they supported the concept. Corporate

practitioners were least familiar with the concept. However, 68.8

sal' d' their public relations waspercent of the corporate practitioners

integrated, which was about the same as was found in the research at

Northwestern University. When asked how beneficial they
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thought integration was for an organization, 1near y all of the agency

Pr a ct i t i on e r s said it was; fewer co t.. rporae practitioners and educators

thought so.

Clearly, agency practitioners were the biggest supporters of

integrated marketing communications. They were most likely to say it

was beneficial, cost effective. and was "the way of the future." They

also thought integration was driven by the needs of their clients. and

was not a threat to the profession. Educators, on the other hand,

were the most skeptical. While most were generally supportive of the

concept, they were less likely to think it was beneficial or cost

effective, less likely to see public relations as an equal partner in

the process, and more likely to think it was driven by the public

relations agency, not the client. Corporate practitioners fell

somewhere in between these two points of view -- they took the middle

road when asked if integration was a threat to public relations! if

integration was driven by the client or the agency, and if they felt

the concept was the way of the future.

Why the differences? In the case of agencies, this researcher

believes the potential profitability of integration is a factor.

Public relations agencies have everything to gain by positioning

themselves not just a providers of stand-alone public relations

services, but as coordinators and focal points for all of an

organization's communications activities. Why wouldn't agencies be

enthused? d b t t ' es over J'ust who is best suited(However, the e ae con anu ·

to coordinate integrated marketing communications programs -- the

client or the agency. And, a client could just as easily give the job

of integrating their public relations to advertising rather than

bI ) St i f f , as mass media advertising budgetsPU ie relations agencies. -~-
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are being slashed and companies are looking f or new ways to sell their

Pr od u c t s and services, there are a l.ot· fo opportunities for public

relations agencies to step in and show what they do.

Just as public relations agencies may be enthused about

integrated marketing communications for financial reasons, educators

may be less enthusiastic about it for issues related to money as well.

Since they have no direct financial stake in integration (at least as

far as their teaching is concerned) educators can afford to be more

objective and critical. Or, their lukewarm support could be because

they feel threatened by the concept. After all, if the industry is

integrating, the pressure is on for colleges and universities to meet

the challenge with new courses and programs. The prospect of this

change is undoubtedly as threatening for educators as it is for

corporate communications practitioners or any others whose jobs are

suddenly changing. Too, educators could just be more skeptical by

nature, or slower to adapt to change. Because educators answered

questions about issues and concerns of the public relations profession

similarly to how the other practitioners did, it is felt their lack of

enthusiasm for integration is not simply rooted in different

perceptions of what public relations is supposed to be. The reasons

may go deeper than that.

As for corporate practitioners, the reason they tend be less

familiar with the concept -- and more middle of the road with their

answers -- could be due primarily to the organizational culture of

Which they are a part. If their company does not integrate its

Communications, public relations practitioners may not be aware of the

issue at all. Also. although the reasons as to why some practitioners

don't integrate was inconclusive because of the low numbers
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responding, it is still believed turf battle·.s ·.p1av a· bl'g
- .I part in

determining how corporate practitioners feel about ';1 ....

There is also a difference of opinl'on b·etw··e·e·n t't'. prac I loners when

it comes to the roles of public relations and marketing. Most agency

practitioners said they thought public relations was a part of the

marketing function, and that public relations sh..ou"d t ¥- - opera e ~ rom a

marketing plan. Educators, on the other hand, believed otherwise.

The views of corporate practitioners were, again, somewhere in

between. There is little in this research to suggest what some of the

reasons for this difference of opinion might be. However, because

all practitioners tended to agree on what the concerns, issues and

functions of the profession should be. it is felt the reasons for this

disparity go beyond simply different perceptions of the discipline.

In any case, further research should be done in this area to find

out why different sectors of the public relations profession feel the

way that they do. It is important that the public relations

profession present a unified front on the issue of integrated

marketing communications if it is to remain an equal. credible and

viable partner with other disciplines in the process.

Who Integrates?

This research found that the number of years practitioners had

been in the public relations profession and their major in college

f t l' n· whetn'er or not their public relationswere not significant ac ors .

Was integrated. It was originally thought that major fields of study

butwould be especially relevant to the incidence of integration

th Also surprl' Sl' ng was that public relations·at was not the case.' . -
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agencies that were subsidiaries or affiliates of adv·.ertl'sl'n.g... agencies

were no more prone to integration than those that· were not. Nor did

organizations that used public relations agen' . ·t- ~ - ·Cles Inegrate their

public relations any more, or any less, than those that did not use

agencies. The client-agency relationship did not appear to be a

factor at all in integration.

However, other factors were significant to the incidence of

integration. Practitioners who at one time had been employed at

agencies -- but who worked in a different sector now -- were likely to

say their public relations was currently nQ1 integrated. This seems

at odds with conventional wisdom, which says that former agency

practitioners would be more likely to integrate.

Too, the size of an organization was a factor that seemed to

correlate with the incidence of integration. Generally, the larger

the organization, the less likely it was public relations was

integrated. This may be due to the fact that larger organizations

have more layers of bureaucracy, more departments, and less

cooperation among divisions than smaller ones, thus creating an

environment that is less conducive to integration. As Leonard S.

Matthews, past president of the American Association of Advertising

Agencies once noted, medium and smaller sized agencies have been

integrating for years. Larger ones, on the other hand. have

concentrated more on national media advertising than anything else,

, t'. ..' . 49
and have lagged behind in offering other communlca Ions serVIces.

While Matthews was referring to advertising agencies, the same would

be true for public relations agencies.

Al 't smalley colleges and universities are moreso, 1 appea r s· . - •

likely to teach public relations as part of an integrated program than
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are larger ones. This is in line with a report presented to the

Association for Educators in Journalism and Mass Cornrn . t i (
unlca lon AEJMC)

by researchers Doug Newsom, Bob Carrell and Sarwat Hussain. They

conel uded that integrated marketing communications in colI eges "may

stand a better chance of succeeding in small schools with no tradition

of strong separate programs."SO Accordingly, that is what this

research would suggest.

Additionally, while it was found that practitioners were

generally aware of the concept of integration regardless of the form

of public relations they practiced (marketing or corporate), those who

actually integrated most often were those who practiced marketing

public relations. In other words, practitioners whose jobs included

duties such as product publicity, trade show support, sponsorships,

special events and the like were more likely to integrate than those

whose jobs consisted of things like employee communications, media

relations, public affairs, and so on. The type of public relations

practiced may be a factor in whether or not public relations is

integrated.

More research about other factors that may influence the

incidence of integrated marketing communications programs is

encouraged. Nearly all practitioners surveyed were seasoned veterans

of the profession, with the majority having more than IS years of

experience. How do practitioners with less experience -- the "up and

comers" who will lead the next generation -- feel about integration?

And, because nearly all agencies reported that they integrate, there

was hardly enough data on those who said they didn't to make any

conclusions about why. And does geography make a difference? Does
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industrY? The age of the company? Communications budgets?
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These are
~usta few of the factors other researchers are en d
~ . courage to explore.

Perceptions of the Profession

It is difficult to make assumptions about the relationship

between how practitioners feel about the public relations profession

and their opinions and attitudes about integrated marketing

communications. It was originally thought that perhaps those who

thought of the profession in terms of issues management, conflict

resolution and relationship building would be less likely to integrate

than those who thought of it in terms of publicity and promotion and

marketshare. However, there was no clear connection between the two.

Also interesting is that, when grading public relations and

advertising practitioners, respondents were more likely to grade those

in advertising as being better at things like promoting products,

selling, increasing marketshare and understanding marketing than those

in public relations. Yet these are all elements central to the idea

of integrated marketing communications -- which public relations

practitioners feel they are an equal part of. In other words, public

relations practitioners said their profession was an equal partner

with, and was as competent as, other communications disciplines when

it came to integrated marketing co~~unications, yet at the same time

they indicated advertising practitioners actually knew more about

marketing and promoting.

Also, practitioners said the most important duties of the public

relations profession were "corporate" public relations duties (things

1 ' 1 1 t s employee communications,IKe media relations, government re.a lon,

etc.), but said, in practice. they actually spend a lot of time on
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"market ing" pub 1i c r e I a ti ens duties (things 1ike trad h . .'
e sows, medIa

events, publicity, etc.) How they defined public relations often had

no correlation with how they practiced it -- and neither had much to

do with how they felt about integrated marketing communications.

Some of this is probably because the public relations profession,

at times, does not do a good job of defining itself. On one hand,

practitioners say they have a significant role to play in the

integrated marketing co~munications process, yet on the other, they

can hardly agree on what is they do. As one respondent noted,

"Hopefully, you will discover public relations is many things to many

peopl e. It doesn't lend itself to quantitative analysis because it is

perceived so subjectively." Said another, "We ought to know what it

is we're supposed to be doing before we begin another 'rabbit chase. t

Too often, we find ourselves discussing (or adopting) new terms to

describe ourselves to others, when we still have no clear concept of

what it is we're supposed to be about." Replied one of the educators,

"Public relations does not do a good job of promoting itself. Too

many practitioners differ over the definition of the field."

What are the implications? The public relations profession needs

to do a much better job of defining itself and its mission so as not

to stumble as it marches forward on the integration issue. Just as

different sectors of the public relations profession should work to be

in sync with one another in their opinions about integrated marketing

communications, so should the public relations profession agree on why

it exists in the first place. More research should be done to find

out what other, if any, influences the perceptions of the profession

have on attitudes about integration.
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Terminology

There was little difference in the answ···ers b t·eween practitioners

who had different versions of the survey (one with the "marketing"

wording, one without). This researcher concludes that the name the

concept goes by -- integrated communications or integrated marketing

communications -- is not an issue. Attention should be focused on

furthering the understanding of the concept itself. not on the name.

p---------------------~.
~
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Barriers to Integration

To be sure, organizations and agencies still face many barriers

in implementing integrated marketing communications programs. This

researcher attempted to determine what some of those barriers were;

however, the results were inconclusive because of the low numbers

responding to that portion of the survey. Additionally, practitioners

were given a list of several items to choose from when responding

about barriers. While they were told to select as many items as they

wished, and there was also space for them to write in their own

responses, it is felt this approach may have "boxed in" practitioners'

thinking.

More research is needed in this area to find out what barriers

exist. Are there common barriers by industry? By geography? By

sector of the profession? By size of the organization? It is hoped

other researchers can shed more light on why some organizations don't

integrate.

Final Analysis

r·· e s e a r ch. had been conducted on integratedUntil now, 1itt 1e

marketing communications from the public relations perspective. While
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this research yielded some interesting results, there is plenty that

is still not known. And, like most research, each finding only opens

the door to more questions. It is hoped this study is only the

beginning of many others that will be done on integrated marketing

communications from the public relations vantage point. This was only

one small step down that road. At the very least, however, we know

more than we did.
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Appendix

" 'r< th i sF01~OWln,,::, ..... ,."'"~ .. page are samples of the two different surveys t t

S en t to public relations agency practitioners. One contains thewere

"marketing" wording. one does not. Similar versions of each survey

a l S O sent to corporate public relations practitIoners and towere •

. '1C relations educators.pubJ.... -



Dear Public Relations Agency Professional:

Iam surveying leaders in the public relations profession. Thisresearch is for theMaster's thesisI
am completing, and will also influence the development of a newgraduate public relations program
at Drake University in Des Moines, Iowa. I haveselected youat random for thissurvey.

Your answers will help further the knowledge and understanding of the public relations profession.
The survey should take less than 10 minutes to complete. Allreplies areconfidential. I explain on
the last pagehow to obtain a copy of the results, shouldyou be interested.

Please returnthe survey to me in the postage paid envelope by.July I. 1292.

Thank you in advance for your contribution to my research.

Sincerely

Scott Fiene
4212 50thSt.
Des Moines, Iowa 50310



This survey is di~ided into three parts. The fI.~t pan as~ about your perceptions of the public
relationsprofessIon. The second part deals With your views on a subject of discussion within the
industrY. Finally, the third part asks general questions about you so your answers can be compared

with others who are taking the survey. All of the information you provide is confidential.

Part 1 - Your Perceptions of Public Relations

1. Listed below are some ideas about the essence of public relations. In the left column, please put
a checkmark by what you think the concerns of the public relations profession currently are. In
the right column, put a checkmark by what you think the concerns of the profession should

ideally be.

Select as many items in each column as you want, but only those you think are most important. If
you feel there are other important items missing from this list, please write-in yourown, and indicate

which column they belong in.

Concerns of the
profession currently are:

Generating publicity

Building awareness

Building image, identity

Promoting products and services

Increasing market share

Reading public opinion

Counseling management

Influencing organizational policy

Influencing public policy

Resolving conflicts

Building 2-way relationships with publics

Concerns of the
professionshould be:

Other (specify)_~--~---~--

Other (specify) _------------



----------
2 Please grade how well you think public relations and. advertisingpracddon '
. 'th' Thisi based s 1 1 oners, In general do the

foUowmg mgs, d (·~.~Al~.:-as . SOlie yon your,perceptions. of the practitioners in each p~feS8ion
Circle a letter gra e t lor exce ent, "B" for good, "C" for average "0" 'r '. belo '.. . '

c 'lin ) t:. h ' 'I·· "Nit 'f .1.or ow average or
"F" for rar g lor eaci Item. or CU'Ce .1 you have no opinion don't 1m. d· 't thinkthi th ' . • ow,or on t think the
itemis some mg ne pracnnoners can or should be gradedon,

Indicate a grade for each item for each profession.

How well do practitioners: Public Relations Advertising

Generate publicity A B C 0 F N A B C 0 F N

Build awareness A B C 0 F N A B C 0 F N

Build image. identity A B C D F N A B C 0 F N

Promote products and services A B C D F N A B C 0 F N

Sell products and services A B C D F N A B C 0 F N

Increase market share A B C 0 F N A B C 0 F N

Understand marketing A B C 0 F N A B C 0 F N

Understand their own profession A B C D F N A B C 0 F N

Understand the mission of the organization
they represent A B C D F N A B C D F N

Develop "clout" within the organization
C 0 F N

they represent A B C D F N A B

Contribute to the bottom line of the N
organization they represent A B C D F N A B C D F

Understand public opinion A B C D F N A B C D F N

Adapt to change. new ideas A B C D F N A B C D F N

Focus on long-term results A B C D F N A B C D F N
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3. Pleaseindi~te which of the following you feel are generally the most hnportantfunctions of
publicrelatIons. Check all that apply. butonly those you feel are most important,

o Marketing assessments
o Media relations
o Sponsorships
o Product development
o Government relations
o Public service
o Distribution
o Employee communications
o Media events
o Consumer advertising
o Advocacy advertising
o Trade show/exhibitor support

o Publicity
o Customer segmentation
o Investor relations .
o Special events
o Pricing
o Community relations
o Publications
o Service
o Public affairs
o Media tours
o Sales promotion
o Sales

4, Whichof the following groups of tasks comes closest to how public relations is practiced by

youragency?

Group A - Product publicity, sponsorships. special events,
public service, publications, media events. media tours,

trade support

Group B - Media relations, investor relations.
government relations, community relations, employee
communications, public affairs, advocacy advertising

o GroupA
o GroupB
o Combination of A & B
o Neither A & B
o Not Sure

Part 2 - Industry Subject of Discussion

5 A bi . ., . d I I . Inte ted Marketing Communications, some-
. su ~ect of discussion m the moustry atey IS· tegra . .' ?. ., . . .. H. r" ......iliar are you WIth this concept.

urnes also known as Just "integrated marketing. ow l<U''''

OVery
o Somewhat
o Vaguely
o Not at an



---------
Below is one definition of Integrated ~etingCommunications. Please answer the following
questions based upon your understanding of this definition.

Integrated marketing communications is a concept ofmarketing communications
planning that recognizes the addedvalue ofa comprehensive planthatevaluates the
strategic roles ala variety ofcommunications disciplines, e.g., General Advertising,
Direct Response, Sales Promotion andPublic Relations - andcombines these
disciplines to provide clarity, consistency, andmaximum communications impact.

6. Do you ever help clients integrate their public relations withother communications disciplines?

o Yes Go to question #7
o Sometimes Go to question #7
o No Go to question #8
o Not Sure Go to question #11

7. Which of the following disciplines have you helpedclients integrate with their public relations?

o Advertising
o Direct Response
o Sales Promotion
D Other (please specify) _

Now please skip to question #11

8. If you answered that you do NOT help clients integrate theirpublic relations, do you think: you

should?

D Yes Go to question #9
D Probably Go to question #9
D No Go to question #10
D Not Sure Go to question #11

9. Why do you think your public relations SHOUWBE integrated? Check all that apply.

o It allows an organization to communicate with "one voice"

D It is more credible
o It is more cost-effective
o It leads to better all-around communications
o Market forces are demanding it
o It is the way of the future
o For competitive reasons; others are doing it

o It is more profitable
o Other reasons (please specify)_-------------

Now please skip to question #11



10. Why do you think your public relations SHOULD NOT be integrated with .. . ."
disciplines? Check all that apply. othercommumcauons

o The concept is not understood wellenough
o Public relations is not compatible with other communicau' disci lin.. . . .. .. ons SClp eso Integrated commumca.nons IS not compatible withyourorgan' .. u· nal . I
o Public relations ~orks ~K as is; there is no reason to changei~ 0 . cu ture
o The goals of public relations and other disciplines are just toodifferent
o Would be too hard to administer
o Would take too much time and/or money
o Would lessen the effectiveness of public relations
o Would be too many turf battles
o Your organization does not have the skills needed to do it
o It is too hard to evaluate
o Other reasons (please specify)~ ,"--~

For each of the following statements, please indicate if you strongly agree (SA), agree (A), have no
opinion (N), disagree (D), strongly disagree (SD), or if you don't know (DK).

11. Integrated Marketing Communications is generally beneficial for an organization

SA A N D SD DK

12. Integrated Marketing Communications is generally cost effective

SA A N D SD DK

13. Integrated Marketing Communications is a threat to public relations

SA A N D SD DK

14, It is important for an organization to present "one voice" when communicating with publics

SA A N D SD DK

15. Public relations is a subset of the marketing function

SA A N D SD DK

16 P . . . .~A M keting Communications programs. ublic relations has a significant role to play 10 tmcgraeo ar

SA A N D SD DK
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sa

21. Integrated Marketing Communications is the way of the future

19. Integrated Marketing Communications is driven by client needs

DK

DK

DK

DK

DK

DK

DK

DK

DK
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SD DK

SD

SD

so

SD

SD

SD

SD

SD DK

SD

SD

D

D

D

o

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

A

SA A

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA

SA "A

SA

SA . A. "

26. Your colleagues have the skills needed to deal with Integrated Marketing communications

programs

27. You personally support the concept of Integrated Marketing Communications

25. Your colleagues are generally aware of the concept of Integrated Marketing Communications

24. Integrated Marketing Communications is driven by profitmotives

23. Advertising practitioners are paid well for the work that theydo

22. Public relations practitioners are paid well for the work that they do

20. Integrated Marketing Communications is driven by agencyneeds

18. Public relations should operate from a marketing plan

17. Public relations is an equal partner with other communications disciplines in Inte ted
Marketing Communications programs ." gra



Part 3 - About You

28. What is your tide? ----..:-....--:----'-_-:.~__'__:....:.._____.... ~

29. Howmany years have you been in the public relations profession?

o 15 or more years
o 5-14 years
o Less than 5 years

30. Have you ever worked in a sector of the public relations profession different fromthe one you
are currently in? .

DNo
DYes, on the "client" side
o Yes, on the teaching/educational side
o Yes (other, please specify) _

31. Whatis your highest level of formal education?

D High School
D Some college
D BA/BS
D MAIMS
DMBA
D Ph.D.
D Other (please specify) _

What was your major field of study -------

32. How many total employees, at all locations, work for your agency?

D Over 10,000
o 1,000 - 9,999
o 100-999
o 10-99
o Less than 10

Page 8



33. What is the total annual revenue (or billings)of youragency?

DOver $1 billion
o $100 million - $999 million
o $10 million - $99 million
o $1 million - $9 million
D Less than $1 million

34. Is your agency an affiliate or subsidiary of an advenisingagency?

DYes
DNo

35. Is there anything else.you would like to add or comment on regarding thesubject of public
relations or Integrated Marketing Communications? .

Please return this survey in the envelope provided by July 1, 1992

Ifyou would like a copy of the survey results. please send a note under separate cover (tomaintain
confidentiality) to:

Scott Fiene
4212 50th St.

Des Moines, Iowa 50310
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